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OPINION 

'I'his order i,ssues a final set of guidelines for the 

administration by california electric utilities of standar~ offer 
contracts with Qualifying Facilities (QFs). As described in the 
Order Instituting Rule:making (OIR), dated June 8, 1988, these 
guidelines are intended to substitute wherever possible for the 
case-by-case, prospective consideration by the commission of these 
contract modifications. 

The contract administration guidelines adopted in this 
rulemaking are presented in Appendix A. 

xx. Background 

On June 8, 1985 r the ~ommission issued an OIR requesting 
written comments on a proposed set of contract administration 
guidelines. The proposed guidelines applied to· the contract , . 

administration of *standard ofter" agreements entered into between 
california electric utilities and QFs. l They w~re based on the 
discussion o,t contract administration in Chapter 4 ot the ReP2rt to- . 
the I&gi§latyre on Joint CEC1CpqC' Hearings on Excess Electrical 
Generating Capacity; (Joint CEC/CPTJC Report) adopted· by the 
commission on April 27, 1988, pursuant to- senate Bill 1970. 

'I'he OIR allowed for a 30-day comment period. In response 
to a letter tiled by Independent Energy Producers (IEP), the 

1 "Standard otfers" reterto· the power purchase agreements that 
contain standardized prices, terms, and conditions. They are 
available to all projects meeting the re~irements of the standard 
contract • 
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Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) extended the filing date until 
July lS, 1988. 

Comments were received'by the California Energy 
Commission (CEC), California Energy Company Inc. (CalCECI), 
Coqenerators of Southern California (CSC) , Sierra Pacific Power 
company (SPP), Energy Growth Group (Energy Growth), Arthur Sh.elton 
(Shelton), IEP, Bonneville Pacific Corporation (BPC), Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company (PG&E), San Diego· Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E), Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Independent' 
Power Corporation (IPC), the Public Solar Power com:m.ission (PSPC), 
and the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) of the Commission. 

Th.e comments of BPC, IPC,. and PSPC were late-filed. As 

discussed belOW, the motions of BPC and IPC to accept their 
late-filed comments are granted. 

III. Late=File<l Comments and..JSo:tiODS 

. ~ BPC, IPC,. and PSPC failed to file their comments by 

• 

July lS, 1988, as ordered in the ALJ's rulinq dated July 1, 1983. 
BPe filed its comments before close of business on 

July lS, but inadvertently omitted the Certificate of service with , 
the original and 12 copies. ~he filing was rejected as incomplete. 
IPC,arrived at the Commission only a few minutes past closing on 
JUly lS,. 1988. IPC and BPe made sincere efforts to ~ile their 
comments on time, by sending a representative to file the 
documents,. in person, :by close of business,. on July 15-,., 1985. Each 

party filed a motion, with accompanying declarations, for 
acceptanee of their la:te-filed comments. Based on the foregoing, 
we aecept IPC and BPC's eomments as late-filed documents in this 
proceeding. 

The eircumstances surrounding ,PSPC's filing are 
significantly different. Several days before the filing date, the 
ALJ returned a call from a representative of PSPC to confirm that 
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the comments had to be filed no later than July lS, 1988. PSPC 
apparently mailed its comments on July 15. They did not arrive in 
the Docket office until July 19, 1988. PSPC was clearly aware of 
the requirements and chose not to take the extra effort to try tc 
meet the deadline. Nor did PSPC file a motion for acceptance of 
the late-filed comments. Based on these circumstances, the 
comments of PSPC were properly rejected and are not considered in 
this proceeding-

Finally, calCECI filed a motion tC'accept nonsubstantive 
corrections to its comments filed on July 15-, 198:8:. CalCECI's 
motion is granted. 

xv • suppgary oJ: Comments 

In general, the commenters support adoption of 
standardized guidelines on contract aaministration, but find the 
proposed language unacceptable without modifications. lEP appears 
to be the lone voice questioninq the'need for guidelines at this 
time _ ~EP- urges the commission to. maintain' the option of not 
issuing' them. Others urge the Commission to hold evidentiary 
hearing'S on some or all aspects of the rulemakinq before fina~izing 
'the guidelines (e.9'-, calCECl and PG&E). 

Specific comments by guideline and issue are sll:mnuu:ized 
below _ This SUll.U1l~ry higllliqhts the range of debate and proposed 
modifications. It is not intended to be a comprehensive 
description of all points raised by commenters. 

A. GenerAl Con1:ract Modifications (GUide1ine Section X) 
Guideline Section I (see Append1xA) requires. all 

negotiated modifications, to be accompanied by Nprice or 

, " 

performanceH concessions commensurate in value with'the change in . , 
the contract. The guideline states that the· reference for 
Hcommensurate valueH is Hthe unamended contract as well as the 
current and expected value of the QF's power. H 
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1. B9w Should Contract Moditicati9ns Be valued? 
The.comments reflect considerable disagreement over what 

the standard of reference for "commensurate value" should be. Some 
commenters argue that the unamended contra~ should be the sole 
standard of comparison (SCE, PG&E, IEP). SCE argues that, for a QF 
that would have come on-line anyway (i.e., that is "viable") this 

approach is consistent with the standard of "ratepayer 
indifference." Others support the proposed language, including the 
reference to ~ent and. expected value (e.g., ORA, CEC). ORA 

arques that there are instances (such as deferrals) where the value 
is not evident without considering these other factors. 

2. Bow Specific Should the Guidelines Be On 
!hat the COmmission Will Find; R<;as9Dabl~? 

Several commenters urge the Commis~ion to adopt specific 
criteria for the acceptable methodology and sources of assu:mptions 
to use in calculating the value of contract modifications (e.g .. , 
IP~, PG&E). In particular, PG&E urges the Commission to aucp:nent 
the proposed guidelines, with specific ECAC review standards. 

For: example, IPC proposes that CEC demand forecasts, 
coupled with OIR 2 resource plan and fuel price assumptions be 
used .. PG&E recommends that the marginalenerqy and capacity'costs 
be based on its 1987 filed testimony in OIR 2 until the completion 
of the upcoming OIR 2 biennial update.. PG&E recomme'nds adding 
lanquage that finds the renegotiation reasonable if the "net 
present value (NPV) of the estimated overpayments under that 
contract is less than the estimated overpayments under the 
unamended contract." 

3-. Should All contract Hocli:tications 
Require C9ncessions? 

IPC proposes'that the commission. develop more specific 
guidelines to distinguish between major ("significant") and minor 
("insigni!icantIP

) contract modifications. In IPC's view, the 
latter type of change should not require concessions or other 
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changes to the contract. Otherwise, IPC argues, *a' change without 
consequence would become a vehicle by which to virtually extort a 
chang'c of consequence." 

Energy Growth requests that the guidelines clearly 
distinguish between matters of eontract modifications (which would 
require concessions on the part of the QF) from those of contract 
interpretation. Energy Growth argues that for issues of contract 
interpretation (e.g., execution date, change of site within the 
same parcel of land) a utility should not demand rate concessions 
equivalent to those that would be required as a condition for 
obtaining a contraet moeification. 
B. V.irulitx (GUid.eJ.ine Section :tV) 

In the proposed guid.elines, the language requires that,. 
as a prerequisite,. a QF m.ust be "viablelt' under its original 
standard offer before any contract modifications can be made. 
Paragraphs 2 (a) - (j) provide a list of project status items that the. 
utility should eXalnine in determining viab,ility. If disputes arise 
over the issue of viability,. the guidelines provide for It'ne<]otiated 

, . 
moe.ifieations" as a reasonable settlement of the dispute-. 
Alternatively, the OF may bring a co~plaint before the commission. 

Most commenters qenerally supported the obj'ective of this' 
guideline, namely, to prohib·it ''breathing'' life" into. mor~und 
pro.jects via contract modifications. However,. the comments 
revealed significant difference~ of opinion t:egarding (1) the 
appropr~ate criteria for determining viability, (2). the extent to- ", 
which disputes. around this. iss.ue should be settled via negotiation,.. 
and (3) who should cleterm.ine viability or bear the burden of proof.:. 

1. What criteria Shoulc1Be 
Vsed to ~Dine Viability? 

Several. commenters support the proposed criteria for 
determining proj ect viability without any chanqes (e.g _,. DRA,. SeE, 
SPP, CEC, SDG&E). PG&E recommends adding an "'economic viability" 
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aspect to the list of criteria, which would require sUbmission of a 
positive cash flow analysis. 

Others Object strongly to including more than compliance 
with the Qualifying Facility Milestone Procedure (QFMP) and 
appropriate status report~ (Energy Growth, IEP, ).2 IPC argues 
that the sole test of viability (and whether or not modifications 
can ~e entertained) should ~e whether or not a QF has "diligently 
pursued development of the project." 

IEP is concerned that the *checklist* of viability items, 
as presently proposed~ will ~e misused or miSinterpreted to suggest 
that each item is separate from and independent of the other. 
Ener9Y Growth objects to the requirements that fuel contracts be 

executed and financing commitments be made ~y a,certain date. 
Energy Growth argues that the timing of such .:matters is best left 
to the QF's own business judgment and may not coincide with the 
timinq o~ the viability review process. calCECI argues that the 
viability criteria would require the QF to- disclose information 
that would place it at a competitive' disadvantage in negotiations 
with the utility. 

2. Should DispUtes OVer Via):)ility 
Be Resolved ViA Negotiated Modifications? 

PG&E and IEP support the encouragement of negotiations 
over the issue of viability. They interpret paragraph 2 of the 
viability guideline as authorizing sueh settlements. 

ORA and SCE, on the other hand,. find the proposed 
language unacceptable in its present form..DRA. believes that the 
proposed language suggestS-that merely contesting a utility's 

2 'rhe QFMP is a procedure to establish interconnection priority' 
among QFs. This procedure was ori<]inally adopted in Decision (D.) i' 

85-01-038 (and modif1ec1. in subsequent decisions in I.S4-04-077, 
the investigation into transmission constraints impaetinq QF 
development) • 
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determination of its nonviability would enable a OF to negotiate 
modifications to the contract as a wreasonable settlement of the 
dispute. w ORA proposes language changes to clarify that the 
utility should agree to modifications as a settlement only it the 
£:tility is s~is'ied that ther~ is a.. geDyine question of ~he OF's 

Y.iabili~~ 

Similarly, SCE is concerned that the proposed lan9Uage, 
as written, would force the utility to negotiate contract 
modifications, even if the utility is convinced of nonviability, 
and risk disallowance in ECAC~ SCE recommends that the entire 
second sentence (incluc:l;i.ng reference to the complaint process) be 

deleted.. 
3. Who Should Oe.tcr.minc Viability 

ltnd Bear the Burden of Proo:C? 

csc and CalCECI obj ect to placing the utilities in the 
role of dete:r:mining viab'ility. esc' a%'goues that the proposed 
guidelines effectively torce the OF' to. resort to- the Commission's 
complaint or other enforcement procedures,. thereby creating unequal· 
negotiating power between the OF and,utility~ 

esc and others argue that, if a guideline must be 
adopted, then it should establish a rebuttalable preswnption that a:' 
QF is viable unless demonstrated otherwise by the utility. 

SCE, on the other hand;. believes that the burden should 
be on the QF to establish viability under the te:cns ot the 

SCE argues that this wburden of proofH unamended contract. .. 
provides insurance that the QF will cooperate and provide 
into:oation adequate for the utility· to, ,determine viability. 

.' 

PG&E recommends revising- paragraph 1 to include reference' 
to the QF's duty to deal, in good faith. In addition, PG&Ewould 
add language to make any negotiated amendment null and void should 
the OF misrepresent or fail to disclose a material fact concenUnq, 
the proj ect sta tU$. 

.. ~ . 
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C. ~2D~rac:t Brc;>kerinq/New Projects (Guideline section II) 
The proposed guidelines attempt to discouraqe forms of 

contract brokering which take on a speculative nature by 
prohibiting contract modifications in tw~ instances: (1) where the 
project would not be viable under the original terms of the 
contract (see Section S above); and (2) where the requested 
~odifications would result in an "essentially new project." 

Most of the commenters agree that, in principle, QF 
contracts should be project-specific, and contract modifications 
driven by brokerinq should be limited. However, there is 
substantial disagreement about how these brokering situations 
should be defined and identified. 

1. Should Contract Modifications Be 
. Rejected tor New Projects? . 

CEC, ORA, SeE, SPP, and others support the proposed 
approach. which automatically rejects consideration of contract 
~odifications for "essentially a new project." 

esc, on the other hand, argues that an "automatic 
rejection" approach is contrary to the objective o-f supporting 
negotiations that result in "win win" situations. Similarly, IPC 
supports negotiated ~odifications for a wide ran9'e of 
"significant" changes, as long as concessions are made by the QF. 

2. Row ShOuld a ='Her E:Miec't Be Derined? 

several commenters criticize the'~roposed langua9'e for 
determining what is "essentially a new project" as "vague and 
alIlbiguous" (IEP, IPC, esC). IEi>' argues that the parties to the 
contract should be left to determine what is a legitimate 
assignment and what constitutes- an entirely new project. Rather 
than issue guidelines that are vague and potentially 
counterproductive, IEP- recommends that the Commission ilnplement a 
"hands off" policy and intervene in specific- cases where disputes 
develop_ 
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seE supports inclusion of a guideline to define 
Nessentially new" projects, but recommends two language changes. 
First, seE recommends that a change in the cogenerator's thermal 
host be included in the list of mOdifications that suggest a 
project is Nessentially new. N3 Second, seE recommends deleting 
Section II.3(;b) of the proposed guideline.. seE argues that, in its 
experience, multiple ~endments usually oecur When projects are 
assigned or provisions such as construction start dates, are 
revised.. New projects, on the other hand, are expected to result 
from a single significant ~endment to the contract .. 

3. Should Languaqe Be Added to 
Further ):.1»i3; A§=t:tsnm!IDj:s? 

PG&E proposes specific guidelines to limit assiqnments. 
According to PG&E,. the assignment dilemma arises from a situation 
where an apparently moribund QF is purchased by a monied developer. 
In some instances, "the new developer requests significant contract 
modifications, but also, provides convincing evidence that ,it could 
build the proj,eet under the t~rms of the existing contract.. In 
other instances, PG&E' states that the new developer will attempt to' 
revive the project through force majeure cla~. 

First, PG&E'would add language that finds Nunreasonab1eN 

certain types of assignments which follow significant contract 
renegotiations. Second, PC&E would add language that finds a QF's 
force majeure claim presumptively invalid if the project has. a 
history of repeated assignments.. Finally, PG&E would add l~guage 
that finds a QF "nonviable" if tha~ QF is or has been in 
bankruptcy.. According:to PG&E, this language would not impair the 

3 A "thermal hostN for a cogeneration, project is the business 
entity requiring steam for operations.. ' 
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contract provision that a utility's consent to, an assignment "shall 
not be unreasonably withheld .. " 

DRA argues that the assignee has as much right to 
negotiated modifications to a contract as any other developer of a 
viable project. What is important is the status of the project, 
and its viability, at the time the modifications are requested 
(which may be much later in time than the elate o,f assignment).. DRA 

argues that further restrictions on aSSignments are inappropriate. 
D. Five-Year on-Line Pate Requirement (Guideline section XV) 

Guideline IV states that the five-year on-line 
requirement of Standard Offer #4 must be enforced. It provides 
for exceptions, "where appropriate" because of torce majeure 
conditions •. The guideline also identities, in very broad terms, 
events that may be considered fo;-ce majeure (permit elelays such. as 
CEC siting and CEC contract deferral conelitions). 

Guieleline IV also provides for negotiation of 
eleferrals/contract buyouts in certain circumstances. First, the 
ability of the project to meet the original on-line date must be . , 

·conclusively elemonstrated." Second, ratepayers' interests must be 
served "demonstrably better" by such deferral or buyout. Finally, 
the guideline provides broad language on what should be evaluated 
in determining the reasonableness ot deterrals and/or buyouts. 

1. Should Force Majeure Extend the 
Five-Year on-Line Requirement? 

Most commenters agree that events constituting force 
lIlajeure should', in principle, extend the five-year on-line date 
requirenient. However, PG&E argues that "the interrelationsllip 
between force majeure and the five-year deadline is too important 
to be decided on anything other than a complete recorc:1.W' 
Consistent with its position during the Joint CPTJC/CEC Hearings. on 
Excess. Electrical Generating capacity,. PG&E takes the position that,>, 
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force majeure should not excuse the QF from its on-line date. 4 

PG&E urges the Commission to delete (or significantly revise) 
paragraphs 3 and 4 ot the guideline on force majeure' issues. 

SCE and DRA recommend language that "condition" the 
extent to which torce majeure can delay the on-line requirement. 
SCE recommends that any ext;ension be limited to the duration of the 

force majeure, and the extent to which the QF can demonstrate that 
the force majeure affected its ability to meet contract 
requirements •. SCE would also add the requirement that the QF be in 
compliance with the QFMP, in addition to the contract, before any 
extensions be considered. DRA would add language to exclude 
consideration of time extensions where the project would not be 

viable in the absence of the force majeure. 
2. Should Disputes OVer Force 

Kaj~ure be ~otiable·? 

~he proposed guidelines do not explicitly provide for 
"negotiation" as a reasonable settlement of disputes over torce 
majeure (as %hey do for disputes over viability). PG&E and BPe 
urge the Commission to allow broader utility discretion in 
negotiating with developers who would otherwise seek remedies under 
the forc~ majeure provisions. PG&E states that QFs are submitting 
force majeure claims to PG&~ at an increaSing rate. According to 
PG&E, it attempts to negotiate settlements of these claims, just as 
it attempts to resolve all other legitimate contract disputes. In 

its comments, PG~E lists a litany of current dispu.tes surrounding 
the torce majeure issue, and discusses its interpretation of those 
issues. PG&E recommends that language be added to· the guidelines 
authorizing the negotiation of deferrals where' the QF has 

4 See section VI of PG&E's Supplemental comments, dated 
September 23, ~9a7, in the CPOC/CEC Joint Hearings on EXcess 
Electrical Generating capacity • 
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experienced a torce majeure condition. PG&E and BPe argue that the 
ratepayers are worse off without such negotiations~ since the 
result could be a deferral without commensurate economic 
concessions. 

3. Should the Guidelines Interpret 
Force Majeure? 

There is considerable difference of opinion on whether 
the CPUC should interpret force majeure in these guidelines~ and, 
if so, what that interpretation should be. 

BPC, IPC, and others recommend that the guidelines 
clearly delineate situations that constitute a torce majeure 
conciition. For example~ BPC submits three such situations: the 
unexpected exercise of CEC jurisdiction over a project~ permitting 
delays resulting from state or local agencies' failure to act, and 
permit-related litigation. Energy Growth would inclucie all 
unforeseeable permitting delays associated with regulatory 
approvals by federal, state, or local aqencies • 

SCE arques,. on the othe:z:: hand, that the intent of the 
force majeure clause was to- cover unanticipated changes~ not 
NCOInmon eventsN such as permitting delays and/or preliminary 
denials. In particular, SCE objects to the example of delays in 
HCEC siting permitsN as valid elaims of force majeure. 

ORA also· objects to· the inelusion of specific lanquage 
regarding force ~ajeure interpretation. Inpartieular~ ORA ar~es 
that the language on CEC contraet deferral conditions is misleading .. 
because it suggests that unforeseeability is a decisive test in 
d.etermininq whether a foree majeure claim is valid. ORA would 
d.elete this sentence entirely. 

CEC, on. the other hand, supports the interpretive 
language in the proposed guidelines., arguing that it is consistent 
with the sa 1970 Report discussion and carefully reflects 
applicable law. CEC recommends that this language be adopted 
without change • 
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Finally, ~oth PG&E and IE? recommend that all 
interpretive language be deleted. PG&E recommends further 
evidentiary hearings before developing guidelines on this issue. 
Again, IEP questions whether 'there is a need for guidelines at this 
time. 

4. !hen Should the Five-Xear'Qn-Line Reggirgmgnt Begin? 

The proposed guidelines currently state that the five
year on-line requirement begins when "both the QF and the utility 
have signed the contractN (Section III.1). 

PG&E objects to· this interpretation, while others (Enerqy 
Growth, IPC) agree with the language. ~&E argues that this 
rulemaking proceeding should not resolve this or other substantive 
issues of contract interpretation. PG&E believes that the 
commission clarified its intent in prior C?mmission decisions to 
start the five-year deadline from the QF's execution date. 

FUrther, PG&E states that it has been negotiating 
compromises giving QFs five years. from the las:t, execution date in 
exchange for. concessions. PG&E proposes to, add! language that, 
authorizes utilities and QFs to negotiate disputes "over when' the 
five-year period. begins. In addition,. PG&E proposes language to 
find reasonable its current practices ot freezing fixed capacity 
and energy priees in exchange ·:for the later execution date. 

s. Xs the ·CoDcl.usiveJ.y Demonstrate- Standard 
Ap,prqpriate tor DeferralS And Buyouts? 

IEP, BPe,. PG&E, and others object to the standard that, 
projects Nconclusively demonstrateW 'their abJ:lity to' meet the 
oriqinal on-line date before. deferrals/buyouts can beneqotiated. 
IEP' argues that the ability to', eome on-line cannot be 

NconclusivelYW determined' until it actually happens. PG&E states 
that the language will effectively put a halt to all negotiations 
on deferrals or buyouts. 

Other standards of proof were proposed. IEP recommends 
the use of an wevidentiary standardw (more probable than not). esc 
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," 
recommends that proof of a critical path schedule, showing the 
permitting and construction milestones necessary to meet the on
line date, be sutficient~ IPC recommends the Hdiligent pursuit of 
a projectH as the appropriate prerequisite. PG&E argues that the 
standard of proof should be the same for all contract modifications 
whether deferrals/buyouts or not. Specifically, PG&E recommends 
that deferrals and buyouts be negotiated only with projects which 
Hdemonstrate a significant likelihood. of meeting the unamended on
line date. H 

ORA., on the other hand, argues that for paid defenalL 
And buyout~, the QF's viability must, ~e conclusively demonstrated 
with regard to any and all contract terms,. not just the original 
on-line date~ DRA acknowledges that it is difficult, Hif not 
impossibleH , to demonstrate beyond a'do~t that a QF could actually 
come on-line under the terms of the original contract. However,. 
because of the added risk of paid deferrals. and buyouts, ORA. argues 
that they should only be negotiated with projects ,who- have already 
obtained any necessary permits and certifications, and have passed· 
muster under the other viability standards outlined in Guideline 
Section IV. 

6-. Should bY<m.ts And Deferrals Be Treated Eggallv? 

CEC objects to- the apparent Hequal treatmentH' being given' 
to buyouts. CEC argues that the SB. 1970 Report' makes ,clear that 
proposals for buyouts will not be looked on with favor. As 
discussed in the SB. 1970 Report, the principle reason for this 
differing trea.'bnent is that deterrals require a forecast for only a " 
ltmited number of years, whereas buyouts require a forecast (with 
attendant uncertainties) for the life of the bought-out contraet .. 
Accordingly, CEC recommend~ that paragraphs 5-7 be revised to
reflect the less favored status ot buyouts. 

ORA is also. concerned. about the trea'bnent· botho! buyouts: 
and of l2Ai$;l deferrals.. ORA. arg:ues that the risks to- ratepayers of 
paid deferrals are much greater than nonpaid deferrals. DRA. 
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recommends that the Commission carefully scrutinize the 
reasonableness of paid deterrals and buyouts on a case-by-case 
basis. 

v _ Discussion 

The comments presented reflect a wide ranqe ot op~n~on 
reqardinqthe philosophy, as well as the specifics, of the proposed 
guidelines. Commenters present several difterent perspectives on: 
the spectrum of negotiations contemplated, as well as the criteria __ .. 
for reasonableness of those negotiations. Clarification ot our 
policies, in the formot guidelines, is needed to ensure that 
productive resolutions between parties may more easily be reached. 

Our overriding .principle in contract negotiations is, as 
described in Chapter 4 of the Joint CEC/CPOC Report, that *a deal 
is a deal.* Any QF able to meet .the terms. and conditions ot its 
standard otter is entit.led to the payments contained in that 
contract. We continue to. reject any suggestion that contract 

., -

modifications or abrogation should be unilaterally imposed on QFs 
that are under contract. 

This principle applies equally to the QF's end ot the 
bargain. Standard otters were developed as *package deals*--the 
price ·and performance requirements. were' considered, as a whole, . to 
be reasonable to r~tepayers, and automatic approval of those terms 
by the Commissioxi was guaranteed •.. This· is particularly relevant 
tor interim Standard otter #4 which was developed via a nego-:iating, 
conference procedure, and- presented to the commission as a 
negotiated- package. QFs do not have an automatic riqht to modify a 
standard otter--nor do- utilities have an obligation to agoree to any··.·· 

and all requested chanqes. A utility should agoree to- modify- only 
it commensurate concessions are made to- beriet:tt ratepayers. 

Within· this tramework, our guidelines anticipate and 
minimize any potential neqative impacts ot. contract modifications 
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on the resource planning process. Standard offers designed to 
provide longer-term price certainty to QFs are based on projections 
of the resource needs of utilities at the time they are 
developed. S Inevitably, those projections will involve some 
degree of error. Consistent with our principle of "a deal is a 
deal," we w~ll not penalize the QF who can actually come on line 
under standard offer terms that might not, given today"s realities, 
be offered tc future QFs. 

However, we draw the line where a QF"s viability is in 
question. Nonviable QFs that signed up under standard offers 
reflecting relatively high projections of energy and capacity needs, 
should not be able to "hold. on to" or ''broker" their contracts as 
updates to the standard offers yield less favorable terms. We 
agree with ORA that, from a resource planning perspective, the 
ratepayer would prefer terminating the failed project. The utility 
would then pursue negotiations with another resource (including 
QFs) at prices and terms that reflect the current resource planning 
realities. Further, the importance of viability is consistent with: 
our intention in the QF progr~ that ratepayers be generally 
insulated from development risks. 

5 Standard Offer #2 and Interim Standard Offer #4 are called 
"long run" offers because they offer fixed prices (for energy, 
capacity, or both) for a period of 10 to ~O'years, while the "'short 
run" standard offers (#1 and #3) pay only variable prices based on, 
the current values of energy and capacity~While Interim Standard 
Offer #4 was developed ina negotiating: conference, rather than our 
current OIR 2 evidentiary process, implicit in those negotiations 
were the participants' expectations concerning future trends of 
energy prices and resource needs. 
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Hence, implicit in the assiqnment of ratepayer benefits 
to any contract modification is the assumption that a QF is viable 
under the terms of the unamended contract. We recognize, as do 
many of the commenters, that posing the question, HIs the QF 
viable?H is tar easier than answering it with complete confidence. 
However, we do not agree with suggested language changes that, 
effectively, remove viability as a primary consideration in 
assessing the benefits and risks of renegotiations. We expect 
project viability to be considered before negotiations are pursued. 
A. Viability 

Several commenters argue that the criteria for 
determining viaJ::)ility should :be limited. to comp'liance with the QFMJ?' 

and the appropriate status reports. However, the QF can be in 
various stages of project development and still be in compliance 
with that procedure. For example, under the QFMP, a, QF is required , 
to file its critical path permit within l8 months of submitting a 
project definition.6- The next "bindingH milestone for 
maintaining interconnection priority is start of construction .. 
Events oceuring between the filing of a critical path permit and' 
start of construction may significantly reduce the likelihood tnat 
the project can come on line. 

Furthermore, a proj'ect that misses a milestone can be in 
compliance with the QFMP ~Y reestablishing new interconnection 

. priority via the notice and cure provisions. ,These provisions 
require that a QF file anew projectdetinition, a request for 
interconnection, study, and an updated proj ect development schedule. 
We do not agree that this information is sufficient for assessing 

6- .In the QFMP, a "project deffnition"requires information on 
proof of site control, capacity and annual output, location and 
description of the site, project ,ownership, fuel source, etc.. see 
0.87-04-039· for the most recent version of theQFMP requirements • 
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. " . . 

the likelihood that a project will meet the origina"l terms of its 
standard contract. 

~he QFMP procedure was developed t~ establish 
interconnection priorities in transmission-constrained areas, and 
to improve overall communication of proje.ct status ~etween the. QF 
and the utility. For that purpose, the compliance requirements 
promote continuing communication of a QF's intent to proceed. For 
QFs pr~eeding under the original terms of their standard ofter, 
this approach is an effective one. However, we reject the notion 
that compliance with the QFMP, or the standard of Wdiligent 
pursuit" of a pro:) ec:t is. a sUffieient prereqllisite for any and. all 
mod.i!ications of a standard. otfer. 

IE? raises the concern that the wchecklist" of viability 
criteria in Section IV. 3 of the proposed guid.elines will ~e 
misused or misinterpreted.. IE? d.escribes situations· where a 
mociitieation may be needed due. to transmission constraints (e.g., 
partial allocation of transmission requiring down-sizing) or 
permitting requirements (e.g., permits contingent upon change o! 
fuel or size, or both) w under both types o'! circumstances, a 

"wdiligent" QF (i.e .. , one that is in compliance with the QFMP and 
actively pursuing project development). may need a contract 
modification to ensure continued via:bility.'rlle status of some :ot 
the items listed und.er IV. 3 may be contingent upon approval of, 
that change. 

". We agree with IU that each QF need not have every aspe~ 
of the project"s fuel supply, construction, financing, and per.m.its 
finalized before a utility can consider a requested modification •.. ' 
The utility needs to consider these and other aspects as a whol~. 
and the reasons behind the current status of iDdividual itel!LS in 
light of the requested ·lUodi~ieat:tons.. As IEP points out, there may 
be certain circumstances where the determination of a QF's 
viability is more s.ubtle,. and cannot be evaluated with a 
"checklistw approach. For this reason, we will "~dd language to 
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clarify that the items presented under Section rv. 3. are not to be 
interpreted to suggest that each item is separate from and 
independent o! the others. ,However, as discussed above, we retain 
items from that list that are not contained in the Q~. 

We also add IEP's suggestion that utilities consider the 
QF's prior track record on project development, and PG&E's 
suggestion that the QF submit a cash flow analysis. In all cases, 
however, we empb.asi:e that the status of each item be considered to 
develop a total picture of a QF's·via.oility:- an item should not be 
administered as an Wall or nothingW screenin; device. 

Several commenters also su;gested changes or requested 
clarification of our intent regarding the resolution of disputes 
over viability. We do not force the utility to negotiate contract 
modifications if the utility is convinced of nonviability_ 
Instead, we provide a forum for settlement only ,if the utility is, 

satisfied that there is a genuine question o·f a QF's viability. We' 
will add language clarifying that intent. 

We do not believe that the proposed guidelines, in and of 
themselves, create a bargaining clfmate that differs from the 
current environment in which QFs enter into· contracts, and 
negotiate contract modifications. As in the ,past, the QF can enter: 
into, a standard offer agreement at its sole option, without 
negotiating terms and conditions with the utility~ Where a QF 
chooses to negotiate a nonstandard o'ffer, or modify a standard 
offer, ~e utility is required to respond to· proposals ,and . ' 

negotiate in good faith. ~his has not changed. We reiterate our 
expectations that utilities deal in good :faith with the QF in all 
contract negotiations (see Guideline IV). 

Several coxn;menters have requested that we il:.pose explicit: 
, , 

time restrictions on negotiations, or otherNise make allowances tor 
the time involved in the negotiation process. For exa:nple, Energy 
Growth recoIDmends that both utilities. and QFs. be required to 
respond to each o-r.her's inquiries within 10 .wor~g days. Energy 
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Growth further recommends that QFs be granted day-for-day 
eXtensions of the 'five-year on-line requirement to account for the 
viability review period. IE? recommends that a utility's consent 
to assignments be required within ten to 30 days of the request~ 
depending on the nature of the assignment request. 

We have been approached in the past with proposals for 
formal schedules regarding negotiations. As a general policy, we 
are not inclined to require such procedures. The give and take ot 
contract negotiations are not readily reduced to formal schedules", 
and enforcement of those schedules requires parties to conduct 
their affairs in an overly riqid tashion.7 

However, we recoqnize that utilities are in a much better, 
position to control the timing ofnegotia~ions over standard 
offers, and that can work to the detriment of QFs which are s~ject 
to strict contract deadlines and construction constraints. This is 
particularly pertinent over the next l8-month period as thetive
year on-line deadline approaches for many QFs. A~ the very least, 
a OF needs to know *where it standsH with regard to' a utility'S 
position on threshold iss,:,-es, such as viability, so it can decide' 
how to proceed in the case of a dispute. 

Therefore, for a limited period, we agree to, place some 
time requirements on negotiations related to' modifications of 
standard offers. Specifieally, we ·will ~equire the utility's 
response' to a proposal f~r contract modification of a standard 
offer to be made within 30 days of the receipt of the QF's initial 
proposal/inquiry. Consistent with the good faith standards 
articulated in D.82-01-l03, when a utility is unwtllir.g or unable 

7 Our previous consideration and denial of formal time SChedUles 
for OF/utility negotiations is discussed in 0.82-03-027, paqe lOS. ,0 

(milDeo.) • ' , 
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to accept a QF's proposal, the utility's response m.ust include 
either a counteroffer or an explanation ~f: 

1. The specific information needed to 
evaluate the proposal~ . 

2. The precise difficulty encountered 
in evaluating the proposal; 

:3. The estimated date when it will 
respond to the proposal. 

We are unwilling to dictate specific time schedules 
beyond this :30-day requirement. Throughout the negotiating 
process, however, utilities are expected and will be required to 
respond to inquiries on a timely basis, and to- provide the 
information outlined above. As in the past, the' commission will 
entertain formal cOI:lplaints raised by QFs who- can demonstrate that 
the utility has failed to bargain in good faith,. since a utility 
found not to have bargained in good faith stands in violation of 
the Commission's orders • 

With. regard to tho QF'S obligations., we do- not believe 
that explicit time restrictions or 8burden of proof" additions are 
necessary. The QF already has a strong incentive to' provide 
information that is adequate. and accurate for a utility'S review. 
Delay or uncooperativeness on the QP's part· only results in a 
protracted review/negotiation process, which works to· the QF's 
disadvantage. 
B. General C2tt3=ract ModU'ieati9ns 

Several commenters urge us to expand the langouage of' 
Guideline I to· include specific criteria for judging reasonableness 
at a future date,. includinq sources of input assumptions. We 
disagree. The guidelines we are issuing today are, as in the past; 

'" 
.~ 
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advisory: they communicate general policies and principles to be 

tollowed for contract modifications. 8 

We expect utilities to evaluate proposed modifications 
taking into account the most recently adopted OIR 2 resource 
planning assumptions. However, we do· not expect them to ignore 
significant changes to the resource plan or updated projections 
that have been developed in the interim. Also, we do not dictate a 
single methodology for evaluating reasonableness. Including these 
specifics in guidelines would undermine their primary function, 
namely, to pro·.,.ide policy guidance over a wide range of specific 
circumstances. 

In addition, providing explicit Hhow ton instructions in 
guidelines wrongly implies that we will relieve the utility of 
their burden of proof"in reasonableness reviews. Utilities are 
held to a standard of reasonableness based upon the facts that are 
known or should be known at the time the utility makes a decision. ' 
While this reasonableness standard can be clarified through the" 
adoption 'Of guidelines, guidelines do· not relieve the utilitY'of 
its burcien of proof. 

We reject proposals that would eliminate reference to· 
anything other than the unamended contract as the standard tor 
'commensurate value. w We agree with ORA that the value ot some 
contract modifications, like deferrals, is not evident without 
considering other factors. FUrther, the value of certain 
concessions (such as dispatehability,. voltage support,.. and 
emergency availability) should be valued using current expectations 
of the utility's system and economic conditions. However, we '·will 
modify the guidelines to allow for those circumstances where the 

8 see, tor example, D.37-07-026,. l?age 1$-20· (mimeo.) for a,. 
ctiscussion of the function ot quidelUles.'rhese prinCiples were 
reiterated in 0.8S-03-036,. page 5 (mimeo.) • 
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," 
unamended contract alone is the appropriate point of reference. We 
will also provide examples of performance features, as suggested by 
SCE, when the term. is first used in the guidelines. 

with regard to the concerns raised by IE~, IPC, and 
Energy Growth, we do not believe that the guidelines can be 
interpreted to give utilities license to alter standard offers into 
short-run spot market contracts, or in other ways "'extort a change 
of consequence'" from minor requests. :In O .. 87-07-0a.~, we made our 
position clear that the concessions required by utilities cannot be ' 
disproportionate to the modifications requested by the QF. 9 

Silnilarly, in the Joint c:EC/CPTJC Report, we 'stated: 
HThus, a single minor change (e.g., a project 
relocation within the same parcel of land) 
could reasonably be allowed by the utility in 
exchange for minimal price concessions or 
performance features. A more significant 
change may substantially affect the costs and 
vaJ.ue of the QF's power to the utility system 
and·should·be accompanied by correspondingly 
greater price and performance term 
benefits for ratepayers.-

*This principle applies to other modifications 
as well. A QF seeking to change' its fuel 
source from biomass t~ oil or 'gas, for example, 
would reduce ratepayer benefits more than a 
chan~e fromqas to oil. utilities should 
obta~n greater concessions for the former sort 
of :fUel change than tor the 'latter, due to i XO effect on the state's fuel d1versitygoals. H ' 

9 See'O .. S7-07-0S6, Basic Amer1.s<apFOpds ys. PG&E'~ page S 
(lUilDeo·.) .. 

10 Joint CEC/CP'C1C Report, pages 93-94.. In the example eta 
project relocation within the same parcel .of land,. the report 
states· *tbe QF would certainly have to. pay for' a new .', . , 
interconnection study or other direct ... costa that the modification 
may causew (footnoteS). 
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These principles are reflected in Guideline I, which 
explicitly requires that concessions be commensurate in value Nwith 
the aegree o~ the change in the contract.'" We do not ~ind merit in 
IPC's proposal to further delineate *major* and "'minor'" changes. 

Energy Growth asks us to distinguish between contract 
, interpretation issues and contract modifications. We eannot. The 
difference is often in the eye of the beholder. In the case of an 
intarpretation issue, the OF believes that its actions (e.q., site 
changes) are within its ri9hts under the existing contract and does 
not request contract modi~ications. In the case of a contract 
mod.ification, the QF does· not believe that its actions are 
permissible under the contract, and therefore requests language 
mod.ifications. It is absurd to suggest that whenever theQF 
characterize$ an issue as ~interpretationr* the utility should 
refrain from requiring concessions in a negotiated settlement. 

When interpretation disputes arise, these guidelines 
provide an app~opriate framework tor negotiatingsettlements. 
However, they do not give utilities the license. to "'createif' 
interpretation disputes as a means tor extractin9concessions. The 
utility should neither search out'alDbi9Uity or contort its 
interpretation of contract language in order to force the QF to 
modify its contract, nor request disproportionate concessions in 

. . 

,negotiating a settlement of interpretation disputes. '1'0, do so 
would violate our *900<1 ~aith.Nrequirement ~or utilities. If 
clarifieation of commission policy is required, the utility should 
promptly petition the commission to resolve the issue .. 
c. Contract BrokeringlNg Proie((1:s 

As discussed above, we' hold the QF to its. end of *a'deal 
" 

is a deal.'" Just as the utilities (and ultimately their 
ratepayers) are obliged.to honor-their commitments under. the 
standard offer program, in siqning a standardofter QF developers 
assume the risk that they will not be able to:pertor.m under the 
terms of their contracts.. 'l'his risk would be eliminated,. to the 
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detriment of ratepayers: if we allowed developers to transfer a 
standard offer from one projeot to another, on a speculative basis. 

In its oomments, esc asserts that oontract modifications 
oan provide wwin winw situations, even if the modifioations result 
in essentially a new project. We are persuaded t~ the contrary by 
ORA's. arguments: 

WRegardless of the value of the concessions 
extracted, when the' cost of the amended 
contract is above the utility's avcided costs, 
the ratepayer is always better off holding a 
nonviable project to the terms of the original 
oontract than allowin~ the transfer of the 
oontract to a new proJect. .... The 
developer who wishes to' develop a new QF 
contract may enter into- a currently available. 
standard offer, or wait to build his project 
until demand growth leads to .. the availability 
cf standard offers whose terms make· his project 
profitable. The developer should not be 
allowed to short-circuit the prceess ••• by 
transferring a1Iontract from a failed prcject 
to a new one. W . 

From a' wide range of comments on our guidelines on 
contract brokering and new projects, we have deoided to' make only 
two modifications. 

First, we will add that a change in the coqenerator's 
thermal host may suggest that a project is wessentially new.W We 
agree with SCE that this type of change for a project which has not ' 
yet begun construction and is requesting other substantive 
modifications' (see II .. 3.a) :might suggest a significant revision to 

o 

the proj ect scope .. 
However, as with all the items listed under Section 

II.3., the mere. presence of such a change dces not'render it 
automatically significant enough to- refUSe' negotiations. The 

11 Division of Ratepayer Advocates comments on the Proposed . 
Guidelines, July 15-; 1988, pages 3-4. 

, 
, " 
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utility cannot be arbitrary in its decisionmaking. In considering 
whether or not the proposed modifications represent an Nesseritially 
new" project, the utility must be mindtul ot its duty to deal in 
good faith with the QF. our second modification will be t~ add 
language to that effect. 

We will not adopt PG&E's requested language modifications 
to further limit assi~ents. While requests for modifications to 
an assigned contract may cause the utility to scrutinize project 
viability closely, we d~ not believe that further restrictions on 
assignments are appropriate. 
D. live-Year On-Line Date Requirement 

Contrary to the assertions made by PG&E, the issue of 
which execution date (the OF's or the utility'S) begins the five
year on-line requir~ment has never been addressed ~y this 
commission. 'PG&E cites D.85-06-163 and D.86-10-03$ in support of 
its position that the five-year requirement begins when the OF 
signs the a<;reement.. In both cases, PG&E has used the decision . 
language out ot context .. 

In D.8:5-06-163-, the Commission was faced with the 
specific circumstance where a QF had siqned, but the utility had 
not yet countersi9'Xled, an Interim. Stanclard otter #4 agreement prior' . . . 

to this Commission's suspension of that· otter.. 'rhe sole issue 
concerning siqnature dates that was addressed. in O.8S-06-163·was 
the date of contract tormation,. i.e., when had the OF established 
its entitlement to' a contract? In that decision we determined that .. 
the contractual obligation to purchase power from the OF, under the· i 

,terms of a standard otter, would begin once th.eQF signed the 
agreement. The issue of the beginning date for the five-year 
requirement was neither raised nor addressed. 

In 0.86-10-038, the Commission addressed three petitions 
for modification of D.83-09-054·, which issued Interim Standard. 
Ofter #4. 'rhe only reference to the five-year on-line date was a 
minor intormational. footnote added to clarify why . PG&E's fixed· 
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, .. 
price tables might need to be extended past 1987. 'I'he issue of 
calculating the five~year deadline was never discussed in the 
decision text, findings of fact, or conclusions of l~w. None of 
the petitioners and respondents (PG&E included) raised the issue. 

'I'his rulemaking is the appropriate proceeding in wh.ich. to 
address the execution date issue raised by PG&E and others. T.ne 
five-year requirement should begin on the earliest date a QF can be 

reasonably expected. to pursue project d.evelopment. A QF cannot be 
expected to' approach financing institutions, fuel suppliers, or 
government entities without a fully executed contract. PG&E's 
Interim Standard Offer #4 lan9Uage clearly states that the 
agreement is effective as of the last signature date. 'I'~ expect a 
QF to commence development activities prior t~ the effective date 
of the agreement wouid be unreasonable.12 Accordingly,. we will 
adopt the language in Guideline III.1. as originally proposed. 
B. lorge Maje~ 

NForce maj eureN is a legal doctrine. It refers to 
uncontrollable or'unforeseeable circumstances or aetions which 
would relieve one party in a contract from certain obligations_. 
The commission described force majeure in 0.8:3-10-093 as follows: 

WWb.en the occurrence of a force maj.eure renders 
a party wholly or partly unable t~perfo:rm 
under the contract, the party is excused from 
that performance to the extent that it has 
notified the other party of the occurrence, 
suspended its performance only for the period 
required by the. force majeure, and used its 

12 OnJ.y PG&E's Interim Standard Offer #4 . language (Article 12) 
provides for two *signature dates, * and reterences. both an' 
*etfective date' and an A"execution. date.A" 'I'hecontract'language in 
SCE's and SDG&E's standard offers have a single execution date (no, 
individual signature dates on their signature page) , with the five-: 
year on-line date commencing" upon contract execution. However, ow:-: " 
reasoning" still applies: the': QF cannot be expected to proceed 
until the utility has. siqned • 
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best effo~s to remedy its inability to 
perform." 

During the Joint CEC{CPUC Hearings~ the issue of force 
majeure and its applicability to the five-year deadline was 
addressed by almost every participant, including PG&E. As in this 
rulemaking proceeding, there were a wide range of opinions. With 
regard to PG&E's assertion that the force majeure doctrine should 
not apply under any cireumstances to extension of the on-line 
requirement, we concluded: 

"As a general matter, PG&E's arqumentcuts far 
too- broadly. While it is true that PG&E's SO 2 
and Interim SO 4 both provide that the 
agreement will terminate in the event the QF 
fails to come on-line within five years, it 
cannot be said that QFs. proceeding forward 
under these contracts have no "ob~igations." 
To ignore potential conditions or obligations 
to ~erform that rise from· the on-line date:may 
be ~nconsistent with the contract terms 
themselves~ and could also lead to forfeiture 
of a very substantial QF investment. 
Moreover, we note that in other contexts, force 
majeure clauses ~xe been applied to prevent 
such. forfeiture." . 

This is. still our view. However, we agree with SCE that 
any extension granted as a result of. force maj eure should be 
limited to the duration of the force maj.eure,. and the extent to 
which the OF can demons.tratethat the force majeure affected its 
ability to meet contract requirements. Furthermore, consistent 
with the terms· of the standard offer contract,. a· QF must be 
prepared to show that it properly notified the utility,. and.took 
steps to overcome the· effect of the force majeure,. using due 
diligence. Finally, the occurrence of force majeure does not alter 

l3 0.83-l0-093, page 80 (mimeo), and see Conclusion of Law 22·. 

l4 Joint CEC{CPUC Report, pp. 100-101 • 
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contract terms that are not directly atfected by the force majeure 
event. 

A force majeure may not always lead to ~ extension 
beyond the tive-year limit. A project may be delayed as a result 
of force majeure~ but still be able to· begin operation prior to the 
five-year deadline. ~his is consistent with Commission policy~ as 

set forth in 0.83-l0-093, and reflected in the standard otfers. We· 
add SCE's proposed language to that effeet. ~his language shoUld 
also dispel ORA's coneerns that a nonviable OF could use the terce 
majeure elaim to- excuse all types of nenperformance •. 

The purpese of a force majeure clause is to. allocate the 
risk o.f nonperformance appro.priately between the parties t~ a 
co~traet. In a standard o.ffer eontract~ the risk o.f nonperformance . 
is properly allocated to. the OF, not the utility er its. ratepayers •. ' 
An inherent part o.f the standarc:l offer "'deal" is that the utility 
and ratepayers can count on the OF resource eoming on-line as' 
planned, and they are not at risk for delays or eostoverruns in 

the OF's development.. In exchange for a contract at full avoided 
cost, the OF assumes the risk that the five-y~ar development stage 

,may net be sufficient to. develop its project .. 
In D.83-l0-093, we temperedth.e OF's risk of 

nonperformance by excusing a OF from the tull burden o.f 
lII'unanticipatedlll' or ""unforeseeable" actions ef legislative, 
judicial, and regulatory agencies. Our pelicy statement in that 
d.ecision was· consistent with PG&E'sproposed foree majeure clause: 

"'We believe that a scheme similar to. that 
propesed by PG&E, i:f'expandedto inelude 
actions by the eourts and legislature, provides 
reasonable eertainty in the faee ef potential 
legal changes. It also,preventsut:i..lit:i..es from 
being" placed in the untenable pos.i tien o.t :being 
bound. to- a contract which violates the law. 
unanticipated chang,s in· law are the fault· or 
neither party. and neither PArty should be held 
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in b~a~h of ~2ntract ~s ~u1t 0: those 
~han~s. (Emphasis added.) 

Our intent was to excuse the OF frcm "unanticipated" changes in the 
law, and to prevent the utilities from being placed in the 
untenable position of being bound to a contract that violates the 
law. 

We do not change that policy_ We agree with CEC, ORA, 
and SCE, however, that not all government orders and regulatory 
actions are "unanticipated" or "unforeseeable, ,,. thereby qualifying 
as a force majeure event under the standard offers. In particular, 
we agree with SCE and ORA that most permitting delays are comt:lon 
events and should be anticipatedDY project developers when they 
commit to deliver power to a utility. We add language to- that 
effect. 16 

ORA argues that deferral conditions imposed by etc are 
also probably foreseeable, and should not be specifically 
identified as a valid claim of force majeure in our guidelines. We 

disagree. In the Joint CEC/CPTJC Report,. the two Commissio;"lS 
concluded that this type of license condition was not forseeable 
when the standard offer terms were signed. We- continue to support .. 
that conclusion. similarly, we support the conclusion that it was 
foreseeal:>le that a OF in PG&E"stransmission-constrained area might 
not be able to obtain the necessary transmission. capacity. 

15 0.83-10-093, page 81, mimeo. 

16 Edison also proposes language requiring the QF t~ be 
in compliance with the QFMP,. in addition to, "all contractual 
requirements in clailning the- protection of the force majeure 
clause" under Guideline III, paraqraph 2. This would only be ' 
appropriate if the contract language explicitly required eompliance 
with the OFMP to excuse a QF's performanee under force majeure. ' 
'!'his is not the case.. Further, compliance with. some- of the 
specifie time requirements of the OFMP'- (e.9'.,. start of 
construction) may be- rendered impossible by the foree majeure 
event.. We reject Edison's proposed requirement... . 
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However, as pointed out by ORA and others, the mere presence of an 
*unanticipated or unforeseeable" event does not automatically 
excuse nonperformance under force majeure. 

Several commenters in this proceeding urge us to identify 
additional specific circumstances under which a OF may (or may not) 
inVOke the force majeure clause. We have reviewed the comments 
carefully and conclude that any further identification of those 
circumstances,. as well as the effect of force maj,eure on the 
utilities' obligations, should be considered as eases arise. The 
complex factual and legal nature of, force majeure require.s us to 
take a case-by-case approacn. 

The OF claiming force majeure must establish that the 
particular delay,. and duration of delay, was unanticipated at the 
time the contract was entered into. The OF must also show that ,it 
was without any fault or negligence in contributing to the delay, 
and that it has been diligent in attempting to end any delay.. '!'he 
OF must also have given the required notice of the d~lay • 

Assuming that the OF proves that it meets these criteria" 
the ~:teet of the force majeure must be deter.mined~ Before . 
considering a deferral. of the on-line date, the extent to whiCh the 
force majeure event (and. not other factors) impacted the QF's 
ability to meet that requirement must be assessed. If a per.mit 
deferral condition is imposed, then the difficult questions of 
whether, at what price,. and for how many years the OF may be 
entitled to sell power under its contract must be answered. 
:Deliberations over these issues require an examination of all the 
surrounding circumstances. 

PG&E and' BPe recommenclthat language be added to the 
guidelines authorizing the negotiation of deferrals, with , 
concessions, Where the QF would, otherwise' seek remedies under. force' 
majeure. We never intended to, preclude negotiated settlements. over,' , , 

force ~jeure in cases where the utility is satisfied that the OF 

has a legitilnate elailn and has fulfilled itscontraetual 
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requirements. However, as discussed above, the force majeure 
doctrine imposes a heavy burclen of proof to excuse nonperformance 
with regard to the on-line requirement. We expect the utility to 
carefully scrutinize each claim of force majeure, consistent with 
these quidelines, and negotiate only in instances where it is 
convinced that a settlement, versus adjudication, is in the 
ratepayers' best interest. 

Finally, as suggested by SCE, we clarify our intent that 
contract modifications relating to other aspects of the'contract 
will not extend the on-line date requirement. 
F. Deferrals and Buyouts 

As pointed out by DRA. and CEC in their comments,. our 
proposed guidelines do not distinguish between "nonpaid" deferrals 
and "paid" deferrals/):)uyouts~ Based on our review of their 
comments, we conclude that the final guidelines.. should, distinguish 
clearly between negotiations that would require ratepayers to "paYW 
for a deferral or buyout, and those that result in nonpaid 
cleferrals ... 

, coneerninq the "viability standard" tor deferrals or 
buyouts, we ac;ree w,ith several of the commenters that the language 
of th~ proposed guidelines (i.e., "conclusively demonstrate") is an 
impractical standard. However, we are neither willing to- approach 
deferralsfbuyouts with standards that render viability,a minor 
consideration (as ilnplied' in some of the comments), nor do we agree. 
with PGScE that the same language with regard, to viability should 
apply to all types of, proposed contract modifications. 

We still think that a negotiated det,erral (paid er 
nonpaid) ?r buyout, compared to lXAy other type. of contract " 
modification, puts the ratepayer at' the greatest risk that the 
ac;reement 'breathes life into a moribund, QF. Accordingly, our 
threshold test of yiability for these type$ of modifieations will 
be stringent • 
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At what point in the development stage is a 
deferral/buyout least likely to "save" a troubled project, but at 
the same time offer some assurances that the project has a 
reasonable likelihood of meeting the on-line requirement? Once a 
QF begins construction, the probability is reasonably high that the 
project will come on line. However, at this point in time the QF. 
is committed, and any deferral or buyout becomes impractical. On 
the other hand~ a deferral or buyout after the QF has applied for 
its permits or certification (but before they are approved) would 
be of value to some QFs. At that point, however, uncertainties 
regarding the QF's ability to meet the on-line date (will it get 
its permit, will it meet its construction till'letable, will it have 
sufficient cash flow and financing commitment .to' bring the project 
into operation) are also, siCJllificant. 

Generally, the QFshould have obtained all necessary , 
permits/certifications as a prerequisite ·fordeferral or buyout. 
Even after permits/certifications are obtained, the ratepayer faces 
some risk that the proj.ect could not have gone' forward without the 
deferral/b.uyout. But this is balanced; with the· certainty that the' ,: 
project has passed a major milestone in its development. 

Any specific prerequisite will have some drawbacks. 
Circumstances may exist where consideration should be given to a 
project that has not yet obtained all of its permits or 
certifications~ However, we find it preferable to' articulate an 
explicit prerequisite for these types of negotiations, rather than 

include language that renders interpretation. ilnpossible.17 

O'tilities may negotiate nonpaid· deferrals, when they 
clearly serve the ratepayers' interest. With regard to l2.W' 

17 Some permits, for example, may include expiration dates that 
are difficult to extend. However, in' such cases, the "negotiating 
room" for a deferral·will be necessarily constrained by that ; 
condition. . 
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deferrals and buyouts, however, we take a more cautious approach. 
We consider these types ot moditications in the context ot our 
overall approach to resource planning. 

The long-run standard otter program reflects a planning 
approach that uses forecasts to value resource additions (i.e., 
projections of avoided costs). Once the torecast is made~ and the 
standard otfers are made available, the Commission's role is 
limited to. hearing complaints, and to reviewing the reasonableness 
ot utility conduct in exercisinq its riqhts and duties under the 
contract. 

The program was developed with the basic premise that, 
over time, the inevitable over- and underpayments would balance 
each other out. Successive coherts ef QFs with long-term standard , 
offers will reflect varying resource assumptions and create a 
"portfolio" ef power supply contracts. At any given time,. some ef 
these contracts' may involve payments hi9her than actual aveided 
costs, while some are lower. At different times,. payments under 
the ~ contract may ,be lower :or higher. In a diversified 
portfoliO', these "over" and "under" payments should balance out 

. . 

over time. 
We never intended to revisit each forecast of avoided 

costs in subsequent years' (either before er atter the on-line 
date), and adjust payments for individual lonq-term standard effers 
to' reflect new proj ections of avoided costs. Our response to. 
chanqinq perceptions ot resource' needs is to' update . the terms of 
long-term. ofters for new QFs,. not to- try to. modify eXisting 
contracts. Paid deterrals and buyouts: make sense only if the risks 
and- :benefits are unacceptably' "sJcewed" to.- the. long-term. detrilnent ' 
of the ratepayer. 'Based on the, record ot the Joint CECIC'f!OC 

hearings, we are not convinced that this is the case. 
Furthe~, we are concerned about the longer-term' 

implications et a Whybrid" approach--namely,. a program th,at 
establishes standard etters but also considers paid deterrals and 
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buyouts. We suspect that, durinq each standard offer "cycle" as 
the on-line date approac~es, an increasinq number of QFs siqned up 
under contracts that "overpay" in the early years would propose 
upfront payment to ensure that they don't come on line. Proposals 
for buyouts would also increase. We also suspect that QFs siqned 
up under contracts with "underpayments" miqht propose up front 
payments to induce them to come on line earlier than the contract 
on-line date. 

It our SUsp1c1ons are correct, all the issues and 
·uncertainties facinq us in contract administration will be 
magnified, and the lonq-run standar.d offer portfolio policy 
subverted.. Furthermore, in the case of paid deferrals, the 
ratepayer would be put in the position of financinq these projects 
in a. *tront-loaded* fashion (i .. e., hiqh up front payments,. with 
lower neqotiated fixed payments later on). This represen~s a 
marked departure from past polieies on how to structure· avoided 
eost payments to, QFs .. 

Aside from overall policy concerns, we are further 
convinced by the arquments presented by ORA: and CEC that the 
implementation problems assoeiate~with paid deferrals and buyouts, 
dictate a cautious approach. In bo1;h cases,. ratepayers not only 
run the risk that the aqree211ent breaths life into a moribund' QF, 
but also that they are payinq money for somethinq they would have 
received tor free, if the. 'proj ect were in tact not viable.. Even 
when project viability is not in dispute, there is tremendous 
uncertainty over the ratepayer benefits of a paid deterral or 
buyout. 

For these reasons, we will' serutinize'the reasonableness 
ot paid deterrals and buyouts on aease-by-case' basis. It a 
utility believes, either now or in the future, that a buyout or 
paid deferra,l can be justified, qiven our reservations, it must 
apply to. this commission tor preapproval.. Any application tor' 
preapproval ot paid deterrals or buyouts must'include documentation 
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demonstrating that the utility has examined information on project 
vi~ility, consistent with these guidelines, and that the utility 
is satisfied that the QF is able to meet the original terms of the 
contract. 
G. otob&r ASsueS 

1. OFKP and Interconnection 
Shelton urges the Commission to- prohibit negotiated 

deferrals in PG&E's transmission constrained areas until the 
priority lists in the constrained areas are "purged" of QFs who, 
cannot provide reasonable assurance of their continued viability 
under their eXisting contracts. He argues that the propos~cl 
guidelines could adversely affect transmission allocation to a 
viable project brought forward on schedule in reasonable good-faith 
reliance upon the existing rules. 

We agree with Shelton in principle, but not with his 
specific proposals. As already diseussed~ the utility must be 

satisfied that a project is viable before negotiating anyon-line 
date deferrals. The viability prerequisite 'for deferrals/buyouts 
is intentionally more stringent than for other types of 
modifications. The proposed guidelines, as modified, should 
address the primary concern ot Shelton, namely, that negotiations 
will breath life into- failed projects thatareprecludirlgviable 
ones trom access to· limited transmission. 

We do not direct any utility to unilaterally "purgeN , the 
interconnection waiting list based on an assessment of viability 
under these guidelines... A QF is entitled to ~intain its 
interconnection priority as long as it complies with the 
requirements of the QFMl>. 

If Shelton believes that PG&E is improperly administering ' •. 
that pr~edure, he should bring it to our attentiontnrough the 
complaint process. Administrative stalling COUld-be' considered an 
act of bad faith on the part of the utility which could justify an 
extension of the five-year deadline., However, we have not heard of 
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a single proje~t that stayed. on the priority list after either 
missing a milestone or telling PG&E it would not go on-line. 

Similarly, the interconnection issues raised. by CalCECI 
on the QFMP should. be brought to our attention either through a 
petition to mod.ify 0.87-04-039, or via the complaint pro~ess.18 

~&E requests confirmation that deferrals of the five
year on-line date would correspondingly extend the QFMP Hstart of 
operationH milestone. Tnis would enable a QF to retain its' 
inter~onnection priority. Otherwise, PG&E argues, few would agree 
to deferrals. 

. Milestone #12 of the QFMP requires the QF to start 
operation within five years of the date of execution ot the Power 
Purchase Ag-reement (PPA), Hsubj ect to the provisions of the PPA. H 

We agree with PG&:E that the current language of the Q~ 
contemplates changes to the on-line dat~. If deferral of a QF 
locatecl in a transmission ·constrained. area is. in the ratepayers" 

. best interests, it is reasonable to allow deferral of milestone 
#~·2. The QF is still obligated,. however, to· comply with all 
requirements and milestones under the QFMP in' order to retain its 
priority .. 

2. Need For ErldentiAxY Bearing;:r. 

Several commenters argue that the Commission should hold 
evidentiary hearings on some or all aspects of the proposed 
rulemaking before finaliz.ing the guidelines.. We' clisagree. The 
Commission is not requirecl to.holcl evidentiary hearings· in 
rulemaking proceedings.. Nor would evidentiary hearings aid our 

18 We also encourage QFs toapproach·the.joint QF-utility 
consultative committee as a forum for identifying problems, and 
attempting to· resolve them. To the extent that the interconnection. 
issues are generic, aIlel require ColDlUission resolution, the 
committee can be effective in brinqinq them to our attention 
through j.oint filinqs .. 
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deliberations over the policies and principles in these guidelines. 
The comment procedure adopted in R.SS-06-007 has provided us with a 
record appropriate to the task. 

3. Exemptions From These GUidelines 
In its comments, PG&E recommends two exemptions from 

these guidelines. First, we agree with PG&E that application of 
these guidelines is not appropriate for evaluatinq renegotiations 
with pioneer QFs (i.e., those generating under contracts signed 
before September 7, 1983). As PG&E· points out, since the threshold 
test of a "pioneer" is economic distress, the pioneers would fail 
the viability test. In negotiating contraetmodifications with 
pioneers, utilities are expected to follow the guidance provided in 
0.87-08-047, and any subsequent guidelines. specifically developed 
for pioneers. 

Second, we agree with PG&E tha~ negotiated modifications 
to a standard offer should be j.udged by the' standards and 
circumstances in· 'enstence at the time the deals were llll'.de • 
However, we decline to, excuse utilities from considerinq viability 
and other principles articulated in these guidelines: just because 
the deal was made before the effective date of this order. The, 
utility is obligated to- use its best :l?dgment in negotiatinq on 
behalf of ratepayers. This includes a ,care!ulevaluationof the 
risks and benefits at the time that deals are, being negotiated. 
Utilities shoul.d have been considering. the relationship between 
project viability and ratepayer risks/benefits prior to this point 
in time. Not only was this a topic brought up by participants 
during the ~ 1970 hearings, and extensively discussed in the Joint 
a;c/C'YOc Report, but i~ has also been discussed in prior Commission 
orders. 19 

19 See, for example, 0.88-03-036, page 7 (mimeo..) and Finding of . 
Fact 5 in that decision • 
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4. Pre-APDrov~l O~Neqgtiated KodificatioD§ 
Several of the commenters request clarification of how 

the Commission will review contract modifications for 
reasonableness, and the extent that these guidelines will eliminate 
the need for prospective review. We reiterate our position that 
the guidelines adopted in this order should eliminate the need tor 
either utilities or QFS to seek advance approval or adjudicationot 
most contract modifications. We expect that such modifications 
will be reviewed only retros~ectively in ECAC proceedings. The 
primary exception, as outlined in these guidelines,. are 
modifications that involve paid deferrals or contract buyouts. 
These will be reviewed for the time being only on a prospective 
basis. 
Findi;oss or Fact 

1. On June S, ~988, the Commission 'issued R.88-06-007,. an' 
om requesting: written comments on a proposed set of contract 
administration guidelines for standard offers • 

2. Comments responding to ~.aa-06-007 were filed by the CEC, 
calCEcI, esc" SPP, Energy Growth, Shelton, I~, BPC, PC&E, SOG&Z, 
SeE,. J:PC, PSPC, and the ORA. 

3. BPC,. IPC, and PSPC failed, to file ,their comments by 
July lS, 1988 as ordered in the A!.J'S' ruling dated July 1, 19$8:. 

4. Both IPC and BPC made sincere efforts to tile their 
comments on time,. by sendinq a repres~ntati ve t~ file the documents'· 
in person, by close of business. Both t'iled motions to accept the 
late-filings with declarations stating the circumstances for 
failure to file on time,. 

s. PSPC was aware, of the filing. requirement but chose to 
mail comments on July lS, 1988. PSPC did not make any extra effort ' 
to meet the filing deadline or to' file a motion. 

6. The corrections to. cal.CECI's comments,.. filed b;:r calCECJ: 
after the com:mant period, were' nonsubstal"ltive • 
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7. The comments filed reflect a wide range of opinion 
regarding the philosophy, as well as the specifics of the proposed 
guidelines. 

s. The standard ofter contract entitles a QF to the payment 
terms of that offer so long as a QF can meet all the terms and 
conditions of its contract. 

9. QFs do not have an automatic right to modify a standard 
offer--nor do, utilities have an obligation to agree to any and all 
requested changes to a standard offer. 

10. Implicit in the assessment of ratepayer benefits to any 
modification of a standard offer is the assumption that a QF is 
viable under the terms o·f its unamended contract ~ 

11. A QF can be in various stages of project development and 
still be in compliance with the QFMP. 

lZ. Determination of a QF's viability cannot be effectively 
evaluated with a "checklist" approach, where every aspect of the 
project's fuel supply, construction, financing, permits,. and other' 
viability criteria must be finalized before a QF' is considered for 
contract modifications. 

l~. Requiring negotiated settlements of disputes over 
viability, even' if the utility is convinced of nonviability, puts 
the utility and ratepayer in an untenable position~ 

14. These guidelines, in and of themselves, do not create a 
bargaining climate that differs from the current environment in 
which QFs enter into contracts and negotiate moditications. 

lS. In D.82-0l-l03, we made clear our requirement that the 
utility respond.to proposals/inquiries andne9¢tiate in good faith 
with QFs. 

lo. As the tive-year on-line date approaches, the utilities 
are in a-much better position to. control the timing of 
negotiations, which' can work to the detriment of QFs_ 
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17. A QF needs to know where it stands on threshold issues, 
such as viability, in order to proceed expeditiously in the case of 
a dispute. 

~a. A utility found not t~ have ~argained in good faith 
stands in violation of the Commission's orders. 

~9. Oelays or uncooperativeness on the QF's part results in a 
protracted review/negotiation process, which works to· the QF's 
disadvantage. 

20. Guidelines are advisory in nature. Their primary 
function is to provide policy guidance over a wide range of 
specific circumstances. 

21. Utilities are held to a standard of reasonableness based 
upon the facts that are known or should ~e known at the time the 
utility makes a decision. 

22. The value of a certain contract modification or 
concession (e.g., deferrals and performance concessions) is not 
always evident ~y just using the "unamended contract" as a 
reference. 

23. A utility that requires concessions disproportionate to 
the modifications requested by the QFviolates commission policy. 

24. It is difficult to· distinguish clearly ~etween contract 
interpretation issues and contract modifications. 

25. A change in the cogencrator's thermal host ~ay suggest a 
significant revision to the project scope •. 

26. The mere presence of a change in site, thermal load fuel,. 
plant size, cogenerator's thermal host or prime mover technology 
does not render it automatically significant enough to consider a 
project "essentially new." 

27. Allowing the transfer of a standard offer contract t~ a 
new project eliminates the developer's risk, to the detriment of 
QFs • 
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28. The Commission did not address the issue of which 
execution date starts the five-year requirement in 0.86-10-038~ 
0.85-06-163, or any other decision issued by the com:mission. 

29. Under the langua~e of PG&E's Interim Standard Offer #4, 
the effective date of the contract is the last signature date. 

30. A QF cannot approach financinq institutions, fuel 
suppliers, government entities, or otherwi~e pursue project 
development without a fully executed contract. 

31. Force majeure is a le~al doctrine that refers tc 
uncontrollable or unforeseeable circumstances or actions which 
would relieve one party of a contract from certain obli~ations. 

32. Und.er the force :majeure provisions of standard offers., a 
party is excused from performance to the extent that it has 
notified the other party of the occurrence, suspended its 
performance only for the period. required. by the force majeure, and. 
used its l:>est efforts to remedy its inability to perform. '. / ': 

33. A proj ect may be delayed as a result of torce maj eure but".../ ':: ".,' 
still be able to begin operation prior to· the five-year d.eadline., /',: " 

34. In 0.83-10-093, the Commission excused a QF from the full' v:" 
burd.en of nonperformance in' the face of "unanticipated" or 
"unforeseeable" actions by legislative, judicial,. and. regulatory 
agencies. 

35. Not all government orders and. rcqulatory actions are 
unanticipated or unforeseeable. 

36.. Most project delays resultin~ from delays in obtaining 
required permits are' common events,. and should be anticipated when, .' 
the d.eveloper signs a standard otfer. 

37. The inability to obtain transmission capacity in PG&E's 
designated. area of transmission constraints was foreseeab-le at the •. 
time of contract execution .• 

38. Deferral· conditions, imposed by the CEC on projects 
within its. jurisdiction, were not foreseeable when the current 
stand.ard offer contraets were signed • 
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39. The effect of force majeure on the utilities' contract 
obligations depends upon the specific circumstances of each case. 

40. A QF may be unable to comply with the QFMP due to a force 
majeure event. 

4l. The il'llpact on ratepayers of excusing a QF for 
nonperformance and delaying the on-line requirement is potentially 
very significant. 

42. Negotiated deferrals (paid or nonpaid) or buyouts, 
compared to an? other type of contract modification, puts the 
ratepayer at greatest risk tha:t the agreel!1ent breathes life into, a 
moribund QF. 

43... Paid deferrals puts the ratepayer in the position of 
financing QF projects in a "front loaded" fashion. 

44. With paid deferrals and buyouts, ratepayers run the 
risk that they are paying money for something they would have 
received for free. 

45. The ratepayer benefits of a paid de'ferral or buyout are 
highly uncertain. 

46. Even after permits/certifications are obtained, 
ratepayers still face some risk that a project would not have gone 
forward without the deferral/buyout .. 

47. Under theQFMP, a QF is entitled to, maintain its 
interconnection priority as long as it complies witn those 
procedures. 

48.. Milestone #l2 of the QFMP'contemplatesamend:ments to' the· ~ 
PPA, including deferrals of the on-line date .. ' 

49. The Commission is not required to' hold evidentiary 
hearings under a rulemaking procedure .. 

/ 
/. 

/':", /' ,,'.,.,,:~ 
• I',;: " , 

,'.r , 

,/ 
'. '.' 

" .. '" ~ , ~ : 
. . .'--,' 

. ',"., 

'/" 

. , . 

SO. The comment procedure adopted in R: .. 88-06-007 has provided.: ./' ", 
" , ' 

an appropriate record ... 
5l. Pioneers would fail the viability test, since the 

threshold test of 'a pionee'r QF is economic distress .. 
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Cgnelusi2DS 2: Law 
~. PSPC's comments are not timely filed. 
2. Guidelines for the administration of standard offer 

contracts are needed so that the Commission's policies are 
clarified and productive resolutions between parties may more 
easily be reached. 

3. A modification of a standard offer agreement should only 
be agreed to if commensurate concessions are made to the bene~it of 
ratepayers. 

4. Modifications to' a standard offer contract should not be 

negotiated with nonviable QFs. 
5. compliance with the QOO, or a standard of "diligent 

pursuitH of a project is an insufficient viability standard. 
6. In determining projeet viability" the utility should 

consider various aspects of project status as awhole r and the 
reasons for the current status ~'f ,individualitemsr in light of the' 
requested modifications • 

7. A utility should not negotiate modifications as a 
settlement of disputes over viability unless there is a genuine' 
question about the project's viability. 

8. In implementing these guidelines the utility should 
negotiate in good faith and follow the specific standards 
articulated in D.82'-01-103. 

9. As the five-year deadline approaches,. it is reasonable t~ I 

impose specific time requirements. on the ut1~ities' responses to 
initial proposals/inquiries regarding contract modi~ications. 

10. Explicit time restrictions or Hburden of proof'" language 
with regard t~ a QF's obligations are not needed. . 

~~. It is,unreasonable to expect guidelines to anticipate 
every situation which might ariso in contraCt administration. 

~z. It is inappropriate't~ include ,specific criteria for' 
judging future reasonableness, such, as sources of input assumptions 
in guidelines • 
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13. The modifications and concessions obtained through 
negotiations should be valued with reference to the unamended 
contract and, where appropriate, the current and expe~ted value of 
a QF's power. 

l4. Concessions sought by utilities in negotiating contract 
modifications should be commensurate in value with the degree of 
the change. 

lS. It would be a violation of our good faith requirement for 
utilities to WcreateW interpretation disputes as a means to force a 
OF to modify its contract, or to request disproportionate 
concessions in negotiating a settlement of interpretation disputes. 

16. It is reasonable to include a change in the cogenerator's 
thermal host in the list of modifications that may suggest a 
project is "essentially new.W 

l7.. Where requested contract modifications would result in an 
essentially new project, those modifications should'not be 
accepted • 

l8.. This rulemaking is the appropriate proceeding in which to 
address the execution date issue raised by PG&E and others. 

19.. It is unreasonable' to expect a OF to· commence development 
activities prior to the effective date' o~ the purchase power 
agreement. 

20. The five-year requirement should begin after the 
agreement is signed by both' the utility and the'. QF~ 

21.. Under certain circumstances, force majeure may extend the 
five-year deadline without forfeiture of the standard offer 
contract. 

22.. Not all proj ect delays resulting from delays in obtaininq 
required permits. are valid claims of. force majeure. 

23. Deferral conditions imposed by the CEC may give rise to
valid. claims of force maj~ure, d.epending on tllespecific 
circumstances • 
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24. The inability to' obtain transmission capacity in PGScE's 
designated area of transmission 'constraints is unlikely to be 

viewed as a valid force majeure. 
25. Anyon-line date extension granted as a result of force 

majeure should be limited to' the duration of the force majeure and 
the extent to which the QF can demonstrate that the force maj eure 
impacted its ability to meet contract requirements. 

26. The complex factual and legal nature of force majeure 
requires a case-by-case approach. 

27. Utilities should carefully scrutinize each claim of force 
majeure, consistent with these guidelines, and negotiate only in 

instances where it is convinced that a settlement is in the ~est 
interest of ratepayers. 

28. It is inappropriate to add language that adds complianc~ 
with the QFMP, in addition to Irall contractual requirements in 

claiming the protection of force majeurelr under Guideline III 
paragraph • 

29. Extensions of the on-line requirement should be allowed 
only when deferrals are explicitly negotiated. 

30. The tbreshold test ot viability tor all deterrals (paid 
or nonpaid) and ~uyouts should be more stringent than for other 
types of modifications. 

31. As a general rule, deferrals and ~uyouts should be 
considered only ,with QFs who have obtained all their necessary 
permits and certifications_ 

32. Utilities should be given the' latitude to negotiate 
nonpaid deferrals when th~,ratepayers interest will be served 
demonstrably better by such. deferral. 

33. Paid deferrals and buyouts should be • subject to the 
commission's pre-approval on, a,case by case. basis. 

34. It would be unreasonable, ,to, direct' any utility to, 
unilaterally wpurgeW the interconnection priority list based on an 
assessment of viability under these guidelines • 
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35. Resolution of interconnection Qisputes is beyonQ the 
scope of this rulemaking. 

36. It is reasonable to allow deferral ot milestone #12 if an 
on-line date deferral is negotiated. 

37. Evidentiary hearings are not necessary for tinalizing 
our guidelines. 

38. In negotiating contract modifications with pioneers, 
utilities should. tollow the guiQance proviQeQ in D.87-0a:-0.~7, and 
any subsequent guidelines specifically developed tor pioneers. 

39. Negotiated modifications to, a standard offer should be 

judged by the standards and circumstances in existence at the time 
of the negotiations. 

40. The guidelines adopted in this order are reasonable. 
41. The guidelines adopted in this order should. eliminate the 

need tor either utilities or QFs to, seek advance approval or 
adjudication of most contract moditications. 

ORDER 

X'r XS ORDERED that: 
1. The motions filed by Independent Power Corporation, 

Bonneville Pacific corporat':i.on, and california Energy Company Inc. 
are granted. 

2. The Guidelines for the administration of standard offer 
eontraets, as revised by this deeision and presented in Appendix A, 
are adopted. 

3. From the effective date of this order until April 1, 
1990, utilities must respond toa proposal for contract 
modification ot a standard ofter within 3.0 calendar days of the 
receiptot the QF's initial proposal or, inquiry. This order 
applies to proposals for modi tying , the contract language and 
inquiries with regard to contract lanquageinterpretation. 
Throughout the negotiating process utilities are requireQ to 
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respond to a Q,F' s counterProposals and inquiries in' a timely. 
manner. 

4. consistent with the "good faith" standards articulated in . 
0.82-01-103, and reiterated in this decision, when a utility is 
unwilling or unable to accept a QF's proposal, the utility's 
response must contain either a counteroff~r or an explanation of: 

1. The specific information needed to evaluate 
the proposa17 

2. T~e precise difficulty encountered in 
evaluating the proposal; 

3. 1'~e esti:mated date when it will respond, 
to the proposal~ 

'Xhis order is effective tod.ay_ 
Oated OCT 14 1988: ,. at San Francisco-, California. 
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APPENOIX A 
Page 1 

FINAL GUIDELINES FOR CONTRACT 
ADMINISTRATION OF STANDARD OFFERS* 

I. GENERAL CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS 

1. Contract modifications requested by QFs must be 
accompanied by price and/or performance eonee:ssions Ce. g.« addtrs 
such as dispatchability, voltage support, and emergency; 
availability), commensurate in value with the degree of the change 
in the contract (from minor to major). The modifications and 
concessions obtained through negotiation sho~ld be valued with 
reference to the unamended contract ~nd' whtte ~pprQpriate (t.g., 
dtftrra1s and perfOrmance concessions), tho eurrent and expected 
·value of the QF"spower. 

II. CO~CT BROKERING AND NEW PROJECTS 

1. The Commission recognizes that valid circumstances may 
arise in which the holder of a standard offer contract may wish t~ 
assign that contr~et to. another party. The Commission does not 
encourage, however, forms of contract broke ring which take on a 
speculative character. Utilities negotiating agreements with new 
holders of assigned contracts, should seek pricing and performanct ,', 
concessions commensurate with the contract modifications requested. 

2. Where the proj ect would not be viable under the original 
terms of the contrac1;,. the modifications should not be accepted. 

*Additions to the 12roposed guidelines, issued on July S, 1985,. are 
underlined. DeletiOns are ~~~ek e~~ • 
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3. Where requested contract modifications would result in an 
essentially new project, the modifications should not ~e accepted. 
In considering wh~her or not the requested~odifications represent 
an essentially new p'roject ( the utility must be mindful of its duty 

to deal in good faith with OFs. 
ea) Modifications such as Significant changes 

in site, thermal load,. fuel,. plant size, 
eogenetAtioD thermal host., or prime-mover 
teChnology suggest that the project is 
new.' 

(~) Multiple modifications to a contract 
suggest that the project is new. 

III. FIVE-YEAR ON-LINE DATE REQUIREMENT 

1. 'The five-year on-line requirement in standard offer 
'contracts. should be enfor~ed, and should begin when both the QF and· 
the utility have signed the contract. 

2. Exceptions may be appropriate where the QF has 
experienced a Nforce majeureN or Nuncontrollable forceN within the 
meaning of the QF's standard offer contract and has complied with 
all contractual requirements 1n claiming the protection of the 
force majeure clause. 

3. Any extension of the five-year on-line reguirement 
resulting from the ocXYrrence of a qualifying force maieure will ~. 
limited by the duration of the force majeure and the extent to 
whieb the to tee 1t\ajeute impacted theQF's ability 'to 1t\eet the 
contract uquirements. 
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4. Decisions about the applicability ot the torce majeure 
clause will be made on a case-by-case basis. Factors to be 

considered will include an ex~ination of the factual basis of the 
force majeure cla~, the specific language of the contractual force 
majeure clause, and whether the OF has complied with applicable 
eon~aetuaJ. requirements to. 9'ive notice 01: the ~oree maj.eure and tOo 

mitigate the delay caused by the force majeure. The effect of the 
force majeure on the utility's obliqations under the contract will 
also be consid.erecl as cases, arise. 

S. Events giving rise to- valid claims ot torce majeure may 
include d.elay in obtaininq requirecl'governmental permits ~~~eh a~ 
eBe ~i~i~~ ~rmi~~~, depencling on the cir~stances of the 
inclivid.ual QF. However. not all proj',ect delays resulting tr9m 
gelays in obtaining regyired governmental permi~s are VAlid clAims' 
0: torce ma1eyre...... ~rmitting delays and deniAls are a regulAr PArt': 
of projeetdeyelo~ment Ang sbould be antictpatedAY proiect 
'gevelo~ers, contract deferral conditions imposed by the CEC on 
projects within its jurisdiction 'tor resource planning purposes, 
\In'toreseeable at the time of contract execution, may al~- :be 

considered force majeure. The inability to obtain transmission 
capacity in PG&E's designateclarea of transmission constraints is 
unlikely to be viewed as a valid force majeure-. 

&. In general, deferrals· (paid or non-paid) and buyouts. -
should be ,onsidereg only withOFs who have obtaineg all otthe 
permits And xertiti,atipD neeessary tp' q~ :Prward with their 
~rojeets. As with All pther types ot'contrAet 'lll2S1ifi,a,'!;lons, 
deferrals apdbuyouts are' subject to-:the viability gui<ieJ:ipes 
outlined under Sectipn IV • 
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7. On-line date deferrals and/or contract buyouts may be 

considered only if the ratepayers' interests will be served 
demonstrably better by such deferral. 

8. The reasonableness of contract deferrals and buyouts will 
be determined by evaluating the need· for generating capacity, the 
length of deferral, the costs avoided by deferring or buying out 
unneeded capacity, and the benefits (both monetary and non
monetary) granted projects acceding to deferral or buyout~ 

9. unless an on-line date deferral is ~peciti~ally 
negotiated between the utility and the OE, contkaet modifications 
will not extend the tixe-year pn-line date. 

10.. Prospeetixe teyiews by this Commission tor paid deferral~ • 
and buyouts will be'required. Applications tor prea,pproval'ot paid 
deferrals or buyouts must include documentation demonstrating that 
the utility has examined informatiOn on 'projeet', Viability. 
consistent with these- suigelines. angthat the·utility is satisfied 
that the OF is able to 'meet the original terms p: the'cPntt:a9t. 

IV. v:tABILITY 

1. Examination of a OF"s viability under the original' 
contract is prerequisite to modifications to power purchase 
contracts. In considering the OF"s viability, 'the' utility must be 

, . 

mindful of its duty t~ deal in good faith with the OF. 

" 

i 

. J' 
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2. No modifications to a power purchase contract should be 
made if, after a reasonable examination of the QF's viability, the 
QF is determined to ~e nonviable. In the event that a d~~~~~e 
ex~~~~ be~ween the eF and the ~~±%±~y a~·~e ~e there is a genuine 
gyestion or the OF'S viabilitye£ the ep, then negotiated 
modifications to the contract'may constitute a reasonable 
settlement o,f the dispute, or the QF lIlay choose to, ~ring a 
complaint before the commission. 

3-. To determine viability the -utility should examine, and 
the QF should provide information on, various aspects of the QF's 
project development including, ~ut not limited to, the f~llowing. 
Each aspect examined should be consistent with the terms of the 
original contract. In assessing a project's viability, the utility 
shoul~consider th~se and other aspects as a whole, th¢ reason~ 
behind the current status 0: individual items, and in light of th¢ 
requested moditieations. 

(a) A completed Project Description and 
Interconnection Study CostRe~est form. 

(p) 

(e) 

(d) 

(e) 

Proof of site control as defined in the 
QFMP. 

Commencement of the detailed' 
interconnection study for the project. 

Proof that the SS/kw proj ect fee has been 
established in'anescrow account or letter' 
of credit for the project pursuant to- the 
QFMP or an explanation of why ,-the QF has. 
c:hosennot to establish the project fee 
and interconnection priority. i 

Proof of permit status, ,such asa letter 
from the permitting agency accepting the 
QF's permit application for review and any 
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(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

APPENDIX A 
Page 6 

additional information pertaining to the 
permit status. 

Proof of fuel supply, such as evidence of 
the existence and term of the fuel 
contracts. 

Evidenee of feasibility of project 
construction and operation within the 
five-year deadline, such as a construction 
contract if one exists. 

Status report of equipment procurements 
including equ~pmentprocurement contracts. 

Status repo~ of engineering and design. 

Status report of project finaneing, 
including lender's commitment, conditional 
or otherwise • 

(k) StAtus of econgmic viability of the 
pro; ect by sUbmission. of a cash flow 
ana~is. 

(1) Eyidenceof the OF's prior track record on 
Proj~et gey~19pment. 

~ EXEMPTIONS 

These guidelines do not apply tp ~pioneerH OF$. In 
negotiating.contract moditications with pion~ers« utilities ShOUld 
follow the guidanee provided in· p., 87-08-047« and aDV' subsequent 
guidelines specifically deyeloP%:lfor pioneers. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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. /' . 
changes to the contract. Otherwl.se, IPC argues, "a c:h,ange Wl.thout 
consequence would become a vehicle by which virtual~y/to extort a 
change of consequence~" ~ 

Energy Growth requests that the quide~nes clearly 
distinguish between matters of contract modifiC'ations (which would 
require concessions on the part of the QF) ;;10m. those of contract 
interpretation. Energy Growth argues tha)lfor issues ot contraet 
interpretation (e.go., execution date, change of site within the 

same parcel of land) a utility should no't demand rate concessions 
equivalent to those that would be re~~red as a condition for 
obtaining a contract modification. ~ 
B. Viability (Guideline section ~) 

In the proposed. guid.e1i'nes, the lanquaqe r~quires. that, 
as a prerequisite, a QFlnust be!"viable" under its original 

I 
standard offer before any contrae-t modifications can be made. 
Paragraphs 3 (a) - (j)' provide j. list of project status itell1S that the': ' 
utility should examine in ~terminingviability. If disputes arise, 
over the issue of Viabili~Y, the quidelines provide tor "neqotiated 
modifications'" as a reasbnable settlement of the dispute. • 
Alternatively, the QF 'aybring a complaint before the Commission. ' 

Most eOml'llclers generally supported the objective of this,; 
guideline, namely, ot!o. prohibit "'breathing life'" into moribund' • 
proj ects via contr'ct modifications. However, the comments ' 
revealed Signifirnt differences o,f opinion regarding (1) the , ' 
appropriate criteria for determininq viability, (2) the extent to ' 
which disputes~round this issue 'should be settled via negotiation, 
and (3) who.. ,sf~uld determine 'viability or :bear the :burden of proof •. 

l... 'What Criteria Should Be 
UsM to Determine Viability? 

~£veral commenters support the proposed criteria for 
determinin project viability without any changes (e.g .. , ORA., SCE,. 

SPP, CEC,. SDG&E). PG&E recommends adding an *economic viability' 

- 6 -
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determination of its nonviability would enable ~F to negotiate 
modifications to the contract, as a "reasonable,;settlement ot the 
dispute." ORA proposes language changes to c1arify that the 
utility should agree to modifications as ~ettlement only it the 
utility is satisfied that there is Lgeny,.l,ne CNestion of the OF's 
viability. I 

Similarly, SCE is concerned ~at the proposed language, 
as written, would force the utility ~ negotiate contract 
mociifications, even if the utility /s convinced of nonviability, 
and risk disallowance in ECAC. SCE recommends that the entire 
second sentence (including refer~ce to, the complaint process) be 

deleted. / 
3. Wbo Should Deter.minc!ViMility 

And Bear the Burden! of Proot? 

esc and calCECI o~ect to placing the utilities in the 
role of determining viability. csc argues that the proposed 
guidelines effectively fo/ce the QF to resort to the Commission's 
complaint or other enfordement procedures~ thereby creating unequal 
negotiating power betwe~ the QF and utility. . . 

esc and other's argue that, if a guideline must be 

adopted, then it,shouJd establish a rebuttal be presumption that a 
QF is viable unless cremonstrated otherwise by the utility. 

/ . 
SCE, on the other hand, believes that the burden should 

be on the QF to, es~lish viability under the terms of the . 
unamended contraetf SCE argues that this "burden ~f proof" 
provides insuran1e that the QF will cooperate and provide 
information adeqt1ate for the utility to, determine viability. 

PG&E fecommends revising paragraph 1 to include reference . 
to the QF's d~ty to deal in gooa faith. In aclclition, PG&E would. " 
add language ,.0 make any negotiated amendment null and, void should 
the QF misre resent or tail to disclose a material fact concerning 
the proje status • 

- s -
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," 
on the resource planning process. Standard offers d~igned to 
provide longer-term price certainty to QFs are basedfon projections 
ot the resource needs of utilities at the time th~ are 
developed. 5 Inevitably, those projections will ~volve some 
degree of error. Consistent with our principle/~~ Ha deal is a 
deal,H we will not penalize theQF who can act~ally come on line 
under standard offer terms that might not'2·~en today's realities, 
be offered to future QFs. 

However, we draw the line where QF's viability is in 
question. Nonviable QFs that signed up u der s~dard offers 
reflecting relatively high projections 0 energy and capaeity needs 
should not be able to Hhold on to" or H roker" their contracts as 

S5 tavorable terms. We 
lanning perspective, the 

'. 

updates to the standard offers yield 
agree with ORA. that, trom a resource 
ratepayer would prefer terminating 
would then pursue negotiations wi 

e tailed proj ect. The utility. 
another resource (including 

• 
QFs) at prices and terms that re ect the current'resource planning" 
realities.~)f,1~) '1'J..J_~J-t,il~"'·, ' . 

I -(J) , ,I, " ' 

Alsoya fundamental ~:Lse~f the QF:pr;,qram" is th~t/'the , ' 
QF developer /~sumes All, cleve pment nsl<s. j!atepayer cloer not 
bear the bu:r6.en' ot delay an cost overruns. Th s premise was' one , ,. 
of the --I justifieationsl.!or payinq the OF avc>iclecl fsts. . 

S Standard Otte #2 and Interim Standard Otfer #4 are called 
Wlong run* otters cause they otfer fixed-prices (for energy, . 
capacity,. or both tor a period: of 10 to 30, years, while 'the *short: 
runH standard ot ers- (#2' and' #3<) pay only variable prices based on : 
the current val es of energy and"capacity. While Interim Standard.', ' •. 
Otfer #4 was d elopecl ina negotiating conference, rather than our 
current om 2' videntiary' process', implicit in those' negotiations . 
were thep eipants' expectations concerning· future trends of: 

• energy 7 ancl resourcene~::_ 
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. . . /' . 
the l~kelibood that a project w~ll meet the;or~g~nal terms of ~ts 
standard contract. . I 

~he Q~ procedure was develop~d t~ establish 
interconnection priorities in transmiss~6n-constrained areas, and 
to ilIlprove overall communication of project status between the QF 
and the utility. For that purpose~ tie compliance requirements 

I 
promote continuing communication of t QF's intent to pr~eed. For 
QFs proceeding under the original terms of their standard offer~ 
this approach is an effeetive one'; HO, wever, we rejeet the notion 
that compliance with the QFMP, 01 the standard of ~diligent 
pursuitN of a project is a sufficient prerequisite for any and all 
modifications of a standard of74r~ 

IEP raises the concern that the wchecklistN of viability 
criteria in Section IV. 3- of the proposed <JUidelines will- be , I 
misused or misinterpreted. IEP describes situations where a, 
modification may be needed due totran~mission constraints (e'.g., 
partial allocation of tran:riussi~n requiringdown-sizing)- or, 
permitting requ~.rements (J.g '., permits. contingent upon change of , 
fuel or size, or both). Onder both types of circumstances, a 
WdiliqentW QF (i.e. , one/that is in cOInplia~ce with-the QFMP and 
actively pursuing project development) may need a contract 
modification to· ensur~ !continued ,:,"iak-ility. The status of some of 
the items listed lmded rv. 3 may be' contingent upon approval of 
that change. / 

We aqree wI. th IEP that each QF need not have every aspect 
of the project's fuJI supply; construction" financing, and permits ' 

I ' ' 
finalized before .11 jutility can consider a" requested modifieatiorf. 

The utility needSt:'," 0, consider these, and oth',er a, spects,' as a whole, 
the reaSOns behin ,the current status of in~ividual items. in light 
of the requested, odifieations. ,As IEP: points out, there may be 

certain eirc:u:mstances where the determination of aQF's viability 
is more s~tle,. a.."ld cannot be evaluated with a wchecklistN 
approach • reason, we will add language to- clarify that 

-19 -
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the items presented under Section IV. 3. are not to be interpreted 
• I I / to suggest that each ltem lS separate from and lndepend;nt of the 

others. However, as discussed above, we retain ite~rom that 
list that are not contained in the Q~. ~ 

We also add IEP's suggestion that utilUties consider the 
QF's prior track record on project developmen~and PG&E's 
suggestion that the QF submit a cash flow an~ysis. In all eases, 
however, we emphasize that the status of ~h it~ be considered to 

develop a total picture of a QF's viab'ilily ; an item should not be 
administered as an Hall or nothingH sc~ening device. 

several commenters also su~sted changes or requested 
clarification of our intent rega'rdi?9' the resolution ot disputes 
over viability. We do not force ~eutility to negotiate contract 
modifications it the utility is convinced of nonviability. 
Instead, we provide a forum forlsettlement only if the utility is', 
satisfied that there is a genuine question. of a QF's viability. We 

I . 
will.add language clarifyingJ:hat intent. . 

, We do' not believ~~~t the proposed q,uidelines, in and of' 
themselves,. create a' bargafning climate :tl:i.at differs from the " 
eu--rent environment in w~ch QFs enter into contracts, and 

I 
negotiate contract modif;ications. As in the past,.. the QF can enter 
into a standard offer ~eement at its, sole option, without 
negotiating terms and Jonditions with the utility. Where a QF 
chooses to negotiate;a nonstandard offer, or modify a standard 
offer, the utility ~ required to respond to proposals and 
neqotiate in good ~ith. 'I'hi$ has not changeel.We reiterate our 
expectations thatl~tilities deal in good faith with the QF in all 
contract negotiatdons (see Guideline' IV). 

Several commenters. have, requested :that we impose expli~it: 
time restrictioxis on negotiations,. or otherwise make allowances for " 
the time involv'ed in the negotiation process. For example, Energy 

J 
Growth recommends that both utilities and QFs be required to 

I 
respond to each other's inqairies within 10 working days. Energy 

/ 
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/ 

th '1' / '1'" to accept a QF's proposal, e ut~ ~ty's response must ~nc ude 
either an explanation of: / 

~. The specific information needed to 
evaluate the proposal; oxt 

2. The precise diffieulty/~eountered 
in evaluating the proposal: or 

/, 
3. The estimated date when it will 

respond to the propoeal. 
/ 

We are unwilling to d~ctate specific time schedules 
beyond this 30-day requiremeni. Th.r~ughout the negotiating 
process, however, utilities/'re expected and will be required to 
respond to inquiries on a timely basis, and to· provide the 
information outlined above/. As in the past,. the Commission will 
entertain formal complaidts· raised :by QFs who can demonstrate that 
the utility has failed io, bargain in good faith, since a utility , I 
found not to have bargained in good' faith stands in violation of 

. , I ' 
the COmmJ,sSl.on's orde:rs., 

I , . 
With regard to the QF's obligations, we do not believe 

~t explicit timr/ estrictions or *:burden of proof"" additions are 
necessary.. The QF already has a strong incentive to provide' 
~ormation that s adequate and accurate tor a utility'S review. 
Oelay or uncoopetativeness on the QF's part only results in a 
protracted reviJw/negotiation process, whieh works,to the QF's 
disadvanta.ge. / ," 
B;. General contract XodifiCAtions 

I .. 
seJeral commenters urqe us to expand the language' Of. 

Guideline I to ineludespecific eriteria tor judqinq reasonableness' 
at a fut'lJ:'re/date, ineluding', sources of input: assumptions. We ':, 

disagree. l~he guiclelines we are issuing today are,., as in the past, 

/ 
I 

I 

/ 

/ 
/ 

I 
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in preach of contract as a ;ssult of those 
changes. (Emphasis added.) 

Our intent was to excuse the QF from Hunanticipated" eM ges in the 
law, and to prevent the utilities from being placed in e 
untenable position of being bound to a contract that iolates the 
law. 1!A-

We do not change that policy. We agree ith CEl1.and'sCE" 
however, that not all government orders and regu tory act~ons are 
HunanticipatedH or "unforeseeable,M thereby qua itying as a torce 
maj e.~~ Ae~~ under the standard offers. In . rticular, we agree 
Wi~SCE that most permitting delays are co on events and should 
be anticipated by project developers when ey commit to deliver 
power to a utility. We add language to t at effect. 1& 

DRA a~gues that deferral cond' ions imposed by CEC are 
a~so probably foreseeable, and should ot be specifically 

. identified as a valid claim of force j'eure in our guidelines. We', 
disagree. In the Joint a:.C/cr?iJC Re rt, the two, Commissions 
conclud~d tha~ this type of licens condition was not torseeable 
when t):-~e standard otter terms we 'siqned. We continue to, support 

that conclusion. Simil~ly, we suppo~ the conclusion that it was 
foreseeable that a QF in PG&E' transmission-constrained. area might: 
not be able ssary transmission capacity. 

l5 mimeo. 

l& Edison also pro oses language req\:l1ring' the QF to- be 
in compliance with e QFMP, in addition to, Hall cont:actual 
requirements in c1 m.ine; the protection ot the torce ,majeure 
clauseif' under Gui eline III" paragraph ~'. This would: only be ' 
appropriate if e contract language'explicitly required.'compliance 
with the QFMP't excuse a QF's pertormance under torce majeure. 
This is not th case. Further, compliance with some ot the 
specific time equirements ot the QFMP (e.g. ,start of 
construction may be rendered impossible bythetoree majeure 
event. We eject Edison's proposed requirement • 
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~ 7. The comments filed reflect a wide range of OPiniO~ 
reqard.inq the philosophy, as well as the specifics of the ~oposed. 
guid.elines. J' 

8. The standard offer contract entitles a QF to the payment 
terms of that offer so long as a OF can meet all the (rms and 
cond.itions of its contract. 

9. QFs do not have an automatic right to· mo fy a standard 
offer--nor d.o utilities have an o~ligation to agr e to· any and. all 
requested changes to· a standard offer. 

P1 ~O.'" f~d.~al premise o~e Q prog 
~ V developer ~s all"'-d~t risks. 
1-/ 11. Implicit in the assessment of rat ayer benefits to any 

" 

modi~ication of a stand.ard. o·~fer is the as u:mption that a OF is 
viable under the terms of its unamend.ed. ntraet. 

12. A OF can be in various stages of project d.evelopment and. 
still be in compliance with the QFMP., 

~3. Determination ot a OF's vi ility cannot ~e effect,ively 
evaluated. with a "'checklist'" appro h, where every aspect of the 
project's fuel supply, constructi " financing,. permits,. and other 
viability criteria must be final zed. ~efore a .OF is considered tor 
contract moaitieations. 

14. Requiring negotiate settlements of disputes over 
viability, even if the utili y is convineedo! nonviability, puts 
the utility and ratepayer' an untenable position. 

15. These guideline , in and of themselves, do not create a 
bargaining climate that iffers from the current environment in 
whieh OFs enter into co tracts, and'negotiate modifications. 

, 16. In D.S2-01- 3, we made clear our requirement that the 
utility respond top oposals/inquiries and negotiate in good faith 
with QFs. 

~7. 

negotiations, 

ive-year on-line date approaehes,the utilities 
ter position toeontrol the timing' of 

ieh can work to the detriment of QFs. 
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18. A QF needs to know where it stands on threshold issues, 
such as viability, in order to proceed expeditiously in the ease of 
a dispute. 

19. A utility found not to have bargained in good faith 
stands in violation of the Commission's orders. 

20. Delays or uncooperativeness on the QF's part resu 
protracted review/negotiation process, which works to the QF's 
disadvantage .. 

2~. Guidelines are advisory in nature .. , Their p .i:mary 

function is to provide policy guidance over a wide ge of 
specifiC circumstances. 

22. Utilities are held to a standard of toe sonableness based 
upon the facts that are known or should be kno 'at the time the 
utility makes a de~ision. 

23. The value of a certain contract m 
concession (e.g., deferrals and performanconcessions) is not 
always evident by just using the "unam. ed contract" as a 
reference .. 

24. A utility that requires co 
the modifications requested by the 

essions disproportionate to 
violates Commission policy. 

25. It is ditfieul t ,to dist ' quishclearly between contract" 
interpretation issues and contra moclifications. 

25. A change ~n the coq~n rator's thermal host may suggest a 
significant revision to the pr ject scope .. 

27. The mere presenee a change in site" thermal load fuel, , 
plant size, coqenerator's ermal host or prime mover technology 
does not render it automat' cally significant enough to consider a' • 
project *essentially new. 

28:. Allowing- the 
new project eliminates 
QFs • 

anster of a standard offer contract to a 
e developer's risk~ to- the detriment of 
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29. The Commission did. not address the issue of whic 
execution date starts the five-year requirement in O.~S-l ~03S, 
0 .. 85-06-163, or any other decision issued by the Commis on. 

30. ODder the language of PG&E's Intertm Standa~ Ofter #4, 

the effective date of the contract is the last SE'gn ure date. 
31. ,A QF cannot approach financing instituti s, fuel 

suppliers, govern:ment entities, or otherwise pur e project 
development without a fully executed contract .. 

32.. Force majeure is a legal doctrine· refers to 
uncontrollable or unforeseeable circumstanc or actions with would 
relieve one party of a contract from certa' obligations. 

33. Under the force majeure provis~ns of standard offers, a 
party is. excused from performance to th/ extent that it has 
notified the other party of the OCCU I ce, suspended its 
performance only for the period. requ red by the force majeure" and 
used its best efforts to remedy it inability to perform. 

34. A project may be cielaye as a result of force maj,eure but 
still be able to. be9'in operati0o/prior to the five-year cieadline. 

35.. In 0.83-10-093, the m:rnissionexcused a QF from. the full 
burden of nonperformance in ' 
*~oreseeable* actions by 1 
agencies. 

*unanticipated* or 
judicial, and regulatory 

36-. Not all governm. t orders and regulatory actions are 
unanticipated or unfores/eable. 

37. Most project ielaysresulting fron delays in obtaining 
required permits are obmmon events, and should be antiCipated when 
the developer signs. , standard offer .. 

38. The inabity to obtain- transmission capacity in PC&E's 

designated area 0 transmission constraints was foreseeable at the 
time of contract exeeution. 

39.. Defe al conditions, imposed: by . the CEC on proj ects 
within its j not foreseeable when the current 

contraets:were si91led • 
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40. The effect of force majeure on the utilities' co 
, ~ 

obligations depends upon the specific circumstances of e~~ 
4J.. A QF may :be unable tOo comply with the QFMP ciu4if to 

case. 
a force 

maj eure event. 
or 42. The impact on ratepayers of excusing a 

nonperformance and delaying the on-line, requireme is potentially 
very significant. 

43. Neqotiated deferrals (paid or nonpai or :buyouts, 
compared tOo any other type of contract modif' ation, puts the 
ratepayer at greatest risk that the agreeme breathes life into a 
moribund QF. 

44. Paid deferrals puts the ratepa er in the position of 
financing QF projects in a "front load "fashion. 

4$. With paid deferrals and buy ts, ,ratepayers·run the added 
risk that they are paying money for ' omething they would have 
received for free. 

• 46. The ratepayer benefits f a paid deferral or buyout are 
highly uncertain. 

47. Even after, permits!c are obtained,. 
ratepayers still face some r' k that a project would not have gone 
forward without the deferra /buyout." 

48. 'Onder the QFMP,. QF is ,entitled to- maintain its 
interconnect,ion priority s long as it complies with those 
procedures. 

49. Milestone #1 Oof the QFMP contel!lplates amendments to the 
PPA, including, deferr. ls of the on-line date. 

so. ion is not required tOo held evidentiary 
hearings 

ent procedure adopted in R.SS-06-007 has provided 
cord. ; 

SJ.. 'rhe eo 
an appropriate 

52. Pion 
threshold te 

fail the viability test, since the 
Oof a pioneer OF is economic distress. 
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respond to a QF's counterproposals and inquiries in a,/'timely 
manner. / 

4. Consistent with the ~good faith~ stand~s articulated in 

0.82-01-103, and reit~rated'in this deci$ion~ wn:en a utility is 
unwilling or unable to accept a QF's proposa~the utility's 
response must eontain either a eounterotferjor an explanation ot: 

1. The speeifie information needed to evaluate 
the proposal; / 

It' I 2. The prec1se d1fticulty encountered in 
evaluating the proposal~or 

3. The estimated date when it will respond 
to- the proposal.. / 

This order is effective/today_ 
Dated / , at San Francisco-, california. 

/ 

/ 
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